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OTHRODOCTIOH
In a spoken language Is Important. A static
language indicates a static op a dead people, while a living,
growing language indicates, as one night suspect, a living
and growing race* It has been my desire, in the writing of
this thesis, to show the change and growth of the English
language since 1900. Especially has it been my desire to
inquire into the part that the Azaerican language, or the En-
glish spoken by the American people, has played in the
growth and change of the standard English language* With
these desires in mind, I fonaulated the following general
aims for the thesis:
1. To compile a general vocabulary of seme of the words
which have become generally uaed in the English lan-
guage, t>irough the ned*um of the American language
or the American speaking people, since the year 190Q.
2. To discover, if possible, just what the changes have
been in the growth of the English language; how they
have come about; through what media they have been
received into the language; and the general trends
in the growth of the language, and
3. To comment upon these words which have been added to
the English language, from the aspect of their adapt-
ability and worth to the language, and the history
of their foraation and inception into the language.
AH HPLAHATIOH
Tho question has been raised, and probably will be
raised in tho future, "la there an American language?"
As early as August 16, 1813, Thaaas Jefferson, in a let-
ter to John Waldo on tho subject, wrote, "The new circus-
stances under which we are placed call for new words, new
phrases and for the transfer of old wards to new objects.
An American dialect will therefore be famed.
At the present time, H. L. Ucnclcen, author of The Amer-
ican Lanfwwe , points out that it is only tho formally edu-
cated American and the formally educated Englishman who can
understand each other with ease. Speaking of the average
American citizen, H. L. Mencken says, "In his business, in
his journeys from his home to his office, in his dealings
with his family and servants, in his sports and amusements,
in his politics and even in his religion the American uses,
not only words and phrasos, but whole syntactical construc-
tions, that are unintelligible to the Englishman, or intelli-
gible only after laborious consideration. A familiar anec-
dote offers on example in miniature. It concerns a young
H. L., The American Language , 1921, 1936. p. 1.
American woman living in a region of prolific orchards who
is asked by a visiting Englishnan whet the residents do with
so much fruit. Her reply is a pun: "We eat all we can, ""*
what we can't eat we can." This answer would mystify most
Englishmen for in the first place it involves the use of the
flat American a in can't and in the second place it applies
an unfamiliar name to the vessel that the Englishman knows
as a tin, and then adds to the confusion by deriving a verb
1 2
from the substantive.
If, then, it is true, that there is a difference be-
tween the languages of the two countries, or that there is
difficulty in the citizens of the two countries under-
standing each other, then we can say that there has been and
is a dividing of the ways between the two countries, that
the language has been split, and that a new language is
ing formed. Huch the same has happened to the language of
the Dutch people and the German people.
aWHBtsT. KETHODS
For the purpose of formulating a vocabulary of American
iThe substantive, or noun clement, is found in the word can
,
denoting, in Amerlcanese, a tin vessel for preserving
foods. The verbal derivative is found in the word can at
the ond of the quotation. Much the sane situation 1i~found
concerning the word tip-toe, used in America as a verb de-
rived from a noun, but used in England as substantive or
attributive only.
Mencken, H. L., The American LanguaflS. 1921, 1936. p. 117.
7words which hare entered the English language, I found that
I would mod two things: First, a reliable and authorita-
tive source of American words since tho year 1900, end sec-
ond, a trustworthy and authoritative aeons of comparison, to
determine the extent to which the American words have become
a part of the standard English language* In reviewing the
field of teerican vocabularies of new words, I found that
the Webster ' a Rew International Dictionary carried the most
complete and the best group of new words * Using the Web -
ster's Hew International Dictionary, then, as the standard
for now words in Anericaj I chose the Bew Enf;lish Dictionary
on Historical Principles , supplement of 1953, as the English
authority on new words and phrases, and as the standard work
of the English language.
Having chosen the standards of comparison, I selected
frees the vocabulary of new American words those words which,
in general, are in common use at the present time, excluding
all those words which are of an ultra-technical nature, or
otherwise little known in common speech. This list, com-
prising 1*445 words, I then compared with the Hew English
Dictionary on Historical Principles , commonly known as the
Oxford EaKllsh Dictionary, in an effort to determine the num-
ber of these words which had been included in the standard
English work. Approximately 30,000 words have been
ined, during the progress of this research. In the effort to
reach a satisfactory conclusion.
All of the conclusions drawn will depend upon the list
of 1,443 words, prirorily American in use, which haws been
coopered with the English language.
The list of 1,443 words is not complete. Three stum-
bling blocks have stood In the way of a complete and author-
ltatlwe list of changes In English speech. First , the
inability to bring together a complete list of iimerican
terms since the year 1900 has proved a major difficulty.
Webster 's Hew International Dictionary gives no positive as
surance that all of the words listed in its now word supple-
ment are of American origin. Tears of toll, reading, study
and research will be necessary to render a complete account-
ing of words addod to the language by the American people.
1, I found too that the Oxford English Dictionary falls,
In many instances, to give credit to American words which
have come into good and general usage In the English lan-
guage. The word addict , for example, is a noun, extracted
from the verb, to be addicted , and meaning one who is ad-
dicted to a habit. The Oxford English Dictionary falls to
give the United States credit for the Inception of the word,
but gives its first usage as from the United States. Third ,
all slang words and phrases, with the least inclination
9toward American, ere given American credit. Thus the list
is top-heavy with slang, while legitimate words and phrases
are relatively scarce. Despite these difficulties, a repre-
sentative list of American words now in good and general
usage in the English language has been formulated with the
dates of their inception and conclusions drawn from
the group.
The words comprising the completed list I have divided,
for facility of discussion, into three major groups, (1)
legitimate or general words; (2) cant; end (3) slang. Into
the group comprising legitimate or general words I have
placed those which have a non-technical, general meaning,
not limited to any one group or type of people.
GEBEKAL WORDS
Che general word group, those words in good usage,
which have been formed by certain exigencies and needs, is
perhaps the most important group in the language. This
group comprises those words in general use, of a non-techni-
cal and unspecialized nature. The vocabulary of words, with
the dates of their inception into the English language and
comments on their origin, are as follows:
ACROEACT, noun. Acrobatics, especially aerial. This word,
10
in use by Americans since 1900, 1ms never found a place In
the English language.
ADDICT, noon. One who is addicted to a habit, especially
the habit of taking seme drug, as opium, cocaine, etc.
The Oxford English Dictionary fails to give this word
American credit. The first use of the word was found in
1909, in a Chicago newspaper, and came into general use
In 1920.
AKDHOHE, noon. This word was not found In this spelling.
The common prefix for such wards in the English language
la aero- and perhaps could be found listed under this
heading. Such words as airplane , airdrome , etc., in the
United States, have the air- prefix, through adoption by
the United States army and nary officials.
AIRPLABS, noun. A form of aircraft, heavier than air, which
Is driven through the sky by means of a screw propeller.
This form, airplane , has heen officially adopted by the
United States. Aeroplane is the British usage. The first
use of the word occurred In 1907.
AIRPLASE, verb Intransitive. To fly an airplane. This word,
e verbalization of the noun, alrp1nne , has come into use
In the United States only recently, and lias not been list-
ed as of good usage In the English language.
AIRPORT, noun. Not listed.
AMBULAHCB, verb transitive. To convey by ambulance. In
11
American usage. This word Is not listed as part of the
English language*
AMEBICAHESE, noun. English containing words, locutions and
usages, especially slangy and colloquial, which are pecu-
liar to the United States; also all the terns and usages,
collectively, peculiar to the United States. 1907.
APACHE, noun. A nonber of a powerful gang or class of crim-
inals in Paris, notorious for their desperate and vicious
characters. Probably applied to the class by Americans as
being of the character of the Apache Indian. Its first
use was noted in 1902.
ASPIRHJ, noon* 1899.
AuDIEBCE, noun. This word is interesting, because, general-
ly applied to those groups of persons listening, it has
come to mean any group of persons whether listening or see
ing. It has not been listed in the Oxford English Dic-
tionary
.
AUTOBUS, noun. An automobile omnibus* 1900.
AUTOTRUCK, noun. An automobile truck. Not listed.
AVALABCHE, verb intransitive. Although first used in 1897,
the word has only recently come into common use in the U.
S. and been admitted to the English language.
AVIATE, verb intransitive. To fly, or navigate the air, in
an airplane, or heavier-than-alr machine. 1900.
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BABBIT?, noma. From a character in the novel. Babbitt, by
Sinclair Lewie. Hot listed.
BACK-FIRE, noun. A purposely lighted fire ahead of an ad-
vancing prairie fire in order to deprive it of fuel and so
extinguish it. 1906.
BACK-FIRE, verb. To act as a back-fire. This word is a ver
ballsation of the noun, back-fire , a sudden explosion of
gas -under pressure. Fran the sane source comes the word
back-firing, a verbal substantive. 1909.
BAIL, verb. United States. To bawl out. 1907.
BEAUTICIAN, noun. One engaged in the bustaess or profession
Of beautifying. 1926.
BED-GROUHD, noun. The area used far the bedding-down of
stook, etc. 1920.
BELL-HOP, noun. 1922.
BILLFOLD, noun. A pocketbook or case for carrying bills, or
paper money. Listed as recent in ..'ebster's Hew Interaa-
tionajj. Dictionary , it was in use before the twentieth cen-
tury In England.
BiaOTORED, adjective. Having two notars. Sot listed.
BIOGRAPHEE, noun. The subject of a biographer. Not listed.
BLAEKET, verb. To suppress or cause to renaln hidden. 1903.
BLEACHERITE, noun. One who sits in the bleachers. 1917.
BLOT), adjective. In the sense—blind baggage. 1901. In
the sense of a photoplate not sensitive to light. 1911.
BLOC©, verb. To apply blood to leather in tanning. The ex-
act date of the first general use of this word, by liter-
ary reference, is not known, however, it was after the
year 1900.
BLCRTOCT, noun. The bursting of a pneuaatic tire. In slang,
this tens is need to express a party, rather loud or bois-
terous in character, p. 10. 1908.
BLOSOBT, adjective. A valve usee", for the release of excess
pressure, 1911.
BLUES, noun* A distinctive nelody, originating in the 'wait-
ed States, presumably from African beginnings. A minor
i^lody. 1921. As an adjective the word blue is often
used attributively to express lownoss of mood. It is pos-
sible that this tera was the forerunner of the noun blues .
ELUE-SKT, adjective. Pertaining to rules, laws, etc., deal-
ing with the keeping of tEe Sabbath. Of or pertaining to
laws dealing with the selling and receiving of commercial
securities. 1912.
BO, noun. A male person. A hobo. See HOBO. 1905.
BOARD, noun. A coiKiittee. 1905.
BOARS, verb. To put up end feed horses. 1905.
BOARDER, noun. A horse, or other stock, which is being fed
and cared for by a person other than its owner. Also a
horse post its years of usefulness. 1905.
BOB, noun. A type of hair dress leaving the hair short, end
of the same length all around the head. Presumably from
the custom of clipping the tails of raco-horses, or show-
horses, squarely off a short distance from the root of the
hair. 1916.
BOBBED, adjective. See BOB. 1918.
BOB-HAIRED, adjective. Sea BOB. 1923.
BOLSHEVIK, noun (sing.) —1 (pi.). In Russian politics, a
l—hnr or adherent of the radical wing or party. 1917.
In its present use, the appellation applies to any radical
socialist or political upheavalist, especially, one who be-
lieves in the overthrow of the institution of private prop-
erty by force, and the establishment of the proletariat.
In slang usage, the nana is applied to any person having
different views from the person so using the name.
BOLSHEVIST, noun. Doctrines, practices, etc., of the Bolshe-
vik!. A form of government. 1917.
BOLSHEVIST, noun* A member or adherent or follower of the
Bolshevist party. 1917.
BOLSHEVEZE, verb transitive. To make Bolshevist in charac-
ter.
BOLSHEVT, noun. Bolshevism; the Bolshevist world. 1921.
British.
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verb transitive. To drop upon, as from an aircraft.
1909.
B01EER, noun. One who throws bombs. An airplane or other
aircraft used for bombing. 1916.
BOOTLEG, verb intransitive and transitive. M transport or
sell alcoholic liquor in prohibited territory. This word,
although of seemingly recent birth, is in reality an early
word, having its inception during tha iShlakey Rebellion.
Now, the word is used to express illicit traffic in commod-
ities other than liquor. Booklegging, etc., are derived
BOSSIBLE, adjective. The ability or tendency to be bossed,
as by boss rule. Political. 1926.
BOURGEOIS, noun, masculine.
B0UROE0ISE, noun, feminine.
BOURGEOIS, colloctive, plural. The Bolshevik!. Hot listed.
BREADLINE, noun. A line of persons waiting to receive bread
(or other food) given as charity. Not listed.
BROADCAST, verb transitive. To send out from a radio trans-
mitting station 1921.
BROADCAST, noun. A presentation, by means of radio transmis-
sion, of lectures, music or messages of any kind. 1922.
BROADCASTER, noun. One who broadcasts. 1922.
BROJTNIHG, noun. Formerly attributive, now commonly used as a
noun, denoting a type of revolver manufactured by the
Browning Company. 1905
BRUKCH, noun. A meal, combining breakfast and lunch. 1900.
BUDDY", noun. A brother, a little boy. A companion, mat*,
pal, also, a soldier of the United States army. Hot
listed.
BUHGALOu. noun. A more or less solidly constructed house
for permanent residence, generally of one story, but some-
times of a story and a half. Formerly, a typo of house in
India, the style was adopted by the American. At present
the vide, sweeping veranda is the only distinctive feature
retained of the Indian style. 1903.
CABARET, noun. In the United States, a cafe or restaurant
where the guests are entertained by performers who dance or
sing on the floor between the tables, after the practice of
certain French taverns, hence an entertainment of this na-
ture. 1915.
CABRIOLET, noun. An automobile somewhat resembling a coupe
in appearance and capacity having a folding top and glass
windows in the doors. Hot listed.
CADDIE (caddy), verb intransitive. To serve as a caddie.
1908.
CAFETERIA, noun. A restaurant or cafe at which the patrons
serve themselves from, or are served at, a counter, taking
the Toad to tables to eat. 1918.
CAMOUFLAGE, noun. Eilitary. The disguising of a can©, bat-
tery arsenal, ship, etc., as by paint, screens, shrubbery
or the lilts, to reduce Its visibility or conceal its ac-
tual nature from the onemy; also, the disguise so applied
or utilized. This term is often used figuratively, mean-
ing to cover an obvious fact. 1917.
CARRY, verb intransitive. ——to carry on . To keep behav-
ing or acting in a certain way. To persevere unfaltering-
ly in the line of duty. 1909
CASIHG, noun. The shoe, or outer covering, of a pneumatic
tire; also, the akin covering of a sausage. Hot listed.
CAKDLER, noun. One who, by placing before a strong light,
looks through eggs to determine their state of preserva-
tion. 1906.
CARTOOHEKY, noun. Cartooning. The art of making cartoons.
1911.
CASSEROLE, noun. A vessel of earthenware, porcelain or the
like, usually having a cover and a handle, in which food
nay be baked and served. The word, casserole , is from the
French, a l£ casserole , attributive. The word in its pres-
ent meaning is not listed.
CATAPULT, noun. Any of various mechanical devices utilising
the recoil cf a spring drawn taut and suddenly released
for hurling objects. 1927.
CATAPULT, verb. To thro* as toy a catapult. This word In a
verbalization of the noun, catapult . 1928.
CATERPILLAR, noun. A tractor, hearing the trade-«ark Cater-
pillar , made especially for use on very rough roads, which
travels upon two endless belts. 1916. This is a good ex-
ample, with the term Kodak, Kotex, Lux, etc., which haw
come to be general terms, although trade-names, far all
like articles in that field. 1916.
CELESTA, noun. A keyboard instrument having a piano-like
action, with hammers that strike steel plates suspended
above wooden resonance boxes. 1899.
CELLOPHAHE, noun. Viscose solidified in thin, transparent
stripe, waterproof, bearing the tr&de-raark, Cellophane
.
See Caterpiller
.
for explanation of such terms. 1921.
CEREAL, noun. Breakfast food, usually of whole or ground
small grains, prepared for human consumption. 1906.
CERKALIST, noun. One who eats cereals. One interested in
the manufacture or scientific preparation of cereals.
1905.
CHA3B-ST0HS, noun. One of a series of shops, or stores, in
separate localities, under one management and ownership.
CHAIRWOMAN, noun. A woman presiding officer. Not listed.
CHEVOH, noun. The flesh of a goat used as food. Hot listed.
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CHIROPRACTOR , noun. A practitioner of chiropractic; a sys-
tem of adjusting the joints of the spine by hand for the
curing of disease. 1913.
CHURCH, verb. To call to account in church. 1901. This
procedure, and the word which has case to be associated
with it, are probably a Puritan survival. The original
word and meaning were probably substantive.
CHUTE, verb. To run (animals) through a chute. 1923. This
word is a verbalization of the substantive.
CIHEHA, noun. (Short for cinematograph . ) A mowing picture,
also, with the noving pictures collectively; a movlng-
pieture theater; called also cinema theater. 1910. Al-
though it Is probable that the word was originated in the
United States, the British have assumed the use of the
word, and at the present time, it 5.s almost totally Brit-
ish in character.
CHEHATIZE, verb. To convert into a cinema. This word is a
verbalisation of the substantive. 1919.
CIRCUIBIAVIOATB, verb transitive. To fly around in an air-
craft; as, to circumnavigate the earth. Hot listed.
CITATIOH, noun. The entering, on official records, of men-
tion, of acts of merit or bravery, often associated with
the giving of medals. 1904.
CITRAHQ, noun. A combination of the words citrus and oranno ,
and forming the name of a fruit grown by breeding the two
types of fruit together. 1904. This ward. is not In gen-
eral use. Unless the fruit becomes generally known, prob-
ably the name will not survive.
CLOVSH, noun. The loop, consisting of a metal circlet, la -
the end of a lariat, through which passes the free end of
the rope. 1903.
CLUBHAHLY, adjective. Of or pertaining to a clubman. 1912.
This word, too, is not in general use. Principally, the
reason for this is that clubmen seem to have no set char-
acteristics to which to compare other persons
.
CLUTTERY, adjective. Cluttered. Having no definite ar-
rangement, scheme or routine. 1902.
COACH, noun. An automobile slnilar to a seadan but somewhat
less roomy and of a more economical construction, having
an inclosed body of one compartment, usually with two
doors, and two cross seats for four or five passengers.
1904.
COASTER, noun. One who has been reared on a coast. One who
professes the coast as his home. 1908.
CO-ED, noun. (Short for co-educatl onal
. ) A woman enrolled
in classes in American colleges and universities permit-
ting the admission of uoraon to their classes.
CO-EDUCATIOHALISH, noun. The movement cor act of admitting
women to universities and colleges. 1915.
COCKPIT, noun. In some airplanes an open space or one of
the open spaces In which the pilot and the passengers are
accomodated. 1915. A cockpit completely housed In Is a
cabin. The word was formed because of the narrow and
cramped limits of the space, somewhat resembling the ac
tual cockpit, in which cocks are allowed to fight.
Is similar to the cockpit in small motored boats.
COLOHIZB, verb. To make as a colony. 1909.
COLORS', adjective. Pull of color. 1900. In England, the
spelling is slightly different, having the traditional
-oury as an ending, rather than the Americanized -ory .
COLUKHIST, noun. A writer who conducts a special depart-
ment, usually one column wide, as of humor, sports or lit
ersry gossip, under a permanent title, 1920.
COLUMN, noun. A special department in a newspaper. Hot
listed. See COLUMHIST, above.
COMBIHMCIOH, noun. A one-piece undergarment combining cor-
set-covers \srith drawers or petticoat, or, as In the union-
suit, consisting of drawers and undervest. Hot listed.
COMKISSAR, noun. A commissioner; member or head of a com-
missariat;—in recent use (through the Russian, KOMKISSAR)
especially one of the people's commissars, or heads of the
comnlsaariats in the separate republics of the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics. 1918.
COMMISSARY, (commissariat), noun. A council composed of the
various commissars of the Union of Soviet Social Repub-
.lies. A body of commissars or commissaries; the office of
• conni83or (Russian, Kcnsnissariat ) . 1918. In tbo United
States army, the quarter--master's office.
COttrACT, noon. A snail box for face powder, usually con-
taining also a powder puff and mirror, and sometimes also
rouge. 1930. This word Is on* of the scattered examples
of the transformation of an adjective Into a noun. For-
merly called a compact-case , the case has been dropped and
the word compact left to mean the whole.
COBPAHIOHATK, adjective. Of or pertaining to companionship.
Specifically, a type of marriage advocated by Judge Ben S.
Lindsay, in which the contracting parties agree to enjoy
marriage on a companionate basis, without children. 1927.
COMPAHATIVAL, adjective. To compare to a certain degree.
1900.
COaBTOCKERy, noun. Zealous prosecution of immorality in
books, papers and pictures. Hence, in a derogatory sens*,
censorious opposition to any work of art, as in a book, or
picture, which infringes on strict standards of morality
or purity. rudery. 1905. The word was taken from the
asm* of Anthony Comstock, an American reformer, who car-
ried his reforms to great lengths.
COHCODBSE, noun. A hall, usually very large. 1905.
noun. A person with a congenial nature. 1908.
the adjective, connenlal .
COHORESSBOHaH, noun. A woman who is a—ber of the con-
gress of the united States. Kot listed. It Is probable
that the tens originated with the election of Mrs. Battle
Caraway to congress In 1952, at the death of her husband.
CONSERVATIVE, noun. A person, usually in politics, opposed
to progress as expressed in the inception of new policies,
acts, etc., and without liberal or radical tendencies.
1900. It is probable that this word is not American In
origin, there hawing been liberal and Conservative parties
in Europe during tho past half century. The tens has beta
received into the American language to designate members
of the established parties in America, such as 'John Doe,
a Republican, is a conservative.'
COMPACT, verb. To meet; to get in touch with. To make an
obvious effort to meet a person, in order to transact bus-
iness. 1929.
COHTRACEITIGH, noun. The prevention of conception or 1»-
pregoation. See BIRTH CONTROL, in dictionary. 1917. The
word, contraception, is an off-shoot of the word contra-
ceptive, a device for the control of impregnation. The
practice of birth control was begun early, but tho tens
applied to it has come into being only recently.
CONTRACEPTIVE, noun. A means of contraception. A device
for the prevention of Impregnation of tho female. 1897
.COETRARY, verb. To annoy by opposition. 1900.
COOHCAH, noun. A gaiae of cards derived from congulan ,
played by two or more players with one or two packs of
cards. 1905.
COOPERATIVE, noon. A cooperative enterprise, establishment
or the like. Hot listed.
COPEHHASEH, noun. A certain light shade of blue. Not
listed.
C0K5A0E, noun. A bouquet of flowers to be worn at the shoul-
der, neck or waist. 1911.
COSHOCEACY, noun. (Rare.) A government including the whole
world. The people of the world, especially, when regarded
as the sources of government . Hot listed.
COSKOCEAT, noun. (Rare.) A universal nonareh or world rul-
er. One who believes in the tenets of cosmocracy. Hot
listed.
COUPE, noun. An automobile having an inclosed body of one
coBpertment usually seating two to four persons, including
the driver. 1912.
CO0POHKED, participial adjective. Pages or sheets of papers
having coupons printed upon their surfaces. 1915.
CREDIT, noun. In a college or university, the reward for
the successful completion of a course of study. The re-
ceiving of a certain number of credits entitles the holder
to a degree. 1904.
CROOK, adjective. Of or pertaining to a crook or crooka ;
having a connection with the criminal element. 1929.
This word has not come into general use because of the dif-
ficult phonetic quality In connection with other words of
the language; as, crook doctor , crook hideout , etc.
CROOKDOIJ, noun. The territory Inhabited by crooks. The
criminal oleaent taken as a unit. 1921.
CRUISER, noun. I police car, engaged in travelling up and
down streets, in an effort to apprehend law-breakers. The
modern cruiser is equipped with short-wave radio, by which
orders amy be given to It by superior offleers. 1929.
CUBA* HEEL, noun. (Shoe*.) A high, straight heel, without
the curve of the French heel. 1909
CUBISM, noun. (Art.) A movement or phase in post-impres-
sionism, whereby all ideas, abstract and concrete, are
portrayed through the medium of cubes, straight lines and
angles. 1911.
CURB, noun. The body of curbstone brokers, located in large
cities » 1903.
CORKICULAR, adjective, of or pertaining to the regular
courses of study, as in a school or university. Not listed
COT, verb. The act of being absent from class lectures or
recitations in colleges and universities. 1920. Prom the
verb, to cut, has come the noun, cut , an absence from
class. 1920.
'
CUTTER, noun. In the cattle round-up, the person who sepa
rates one type of cattle from the main group, either for
branding or for sale. 1910.
-D-
DAM, noun. A guard, consisting of rubber, to be placed
around a tooth to prevent saliva from reaching the member
A dentist's appliance. 1901.
DAIilELIC, adjective. Of or pertaining to or in the manner
of the Book of Daniel, in the Old Testament of the Bible.
Rot listed.
DEADLOCK, verb. Pram the noun DEADLOCK. TIM set or action
of forestalling further action by bringing it to the ond
of its possibilities. In legislative action, the action
of bringing about a deadlock. 1903.
DEBUHE, verb. To bring out the truth. 1921.
DBCATHLOH, noun. In the modern Olympian gomes, a compos!
contest consisting of ten events. 1930. The type of play
originated In college and university track meets in the
United States, and in 1920 was made a part of the Olympian
,
DECELERATE, verb transitive. To retard; to apply negative
acceleration. Verb intransitive. To move with decreasing
velocity; to have negative acceleration. 1899.
DECODE, verb transitive. To translate (a message) into or-
dinary language. 1896.
.DECONTROL, verb transitive. To end control, especially gov-
ernnental control, of, as a trade or commodity. 1023.
DECOHTROL, noun. The ending of control, especially govern-
—ntnl control (over a trade, or the lite). 1919.
DEFEATIST, noun. One who desires, or who admits or pro-
claims before the fact, the defeat of his own country, par-
ty or movement, or the like, on the ground that the con-
tinuation of a contest Is lnposslble or impracticable or
that a greater ultimate good nay redound to the country,
party, etc., from defeat rather than victory. 1918.
DEFEATISM, noun. Collectively, defeatists as a whole, with
their beliefs, tenets, etc. 1918.
DELOUSE, verb transitive. To remove llee from. 1918. This
ward, with the word cootie (slang, originated with the
American soldier in the World War, where authorized and
regular dolouslng stations were provided for the process
JEMOUHTABIE, adjective. Capable of being demounted;—said
of a form of rim, for an automobile wheel, which can be
removed witch its tire. Not listed.
DEPORTEE, noun. A person who has been deported, or is under
sentence of deportation. 189S.
DETOUR, verb. From the noun DETOUR. The oct or action of
following a detour. To send by a detour. 1905.
DIG, verb intransitive. ——to dlK In . To excavate a
trench or system of trenches for occupancy in defense; as,
Mfc
the 8x07 dug itself in. 1917.
DILUTIOK, noun. The substitution of unskilled labor far
skilled in such industrial operations as do not require
skill, hat which are acmcttnos, as under trade-union regu
lations, reserved for skilled labor. 1919. A trade-
unionlsM*
DIRIGIBLE, noun. See AIRSHIP, in dictionary. A lighter-
than-air machine, filled usually with helium gas, and driv-
en forward by several motors, having propellers or screws
attached to their drive shafts. 1907.
DISCOVER, verb transitive. ——to be discovered. Original-
ly, in drana, to be disclosed to the audience when the
curtains were parted; hence, to be present as part of a
dramatic representation at the opening of a scene; as
"John is discovered seated " In colloquial
use, to discover a person. To find talent. Hot listed.
DISMISS, verb. To free by formal discharge. 1917. To
free one accused. 1904.
DRAFTEE, noun. One who has been drafted, as for military
service, or service of any kind. Hot listed.
DBESSER, noun. A toilet table. 1906. In England, a dress-
er is a kitchen cabinet, while & cabinet is a dressing
table.
Ml, noun. Short for airdrome . A building for the hous-
ing of airplanes or dirigibles. 1915.
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EAGLE, noun. (Golf.) A score of two strokes less than par
on any hoi* bat a par three hole. 1922. Generally used
attributively, as "an eagle three," etc.
EMERY, noun. A restaurant, generally of a low class. 1923.
This Is an Interesting word because of the type of word
that it represents. The -ery first appeared in American
In the word printer? in 1683. Since then such words as
beanery, jyocery (far fyocery-store ) , 1806, and groEFiery ,
1822. Bakery and bindery sees also to be American. Re-
cently many such cogencrs have appeared, among them being
1
boozery, bootery, breadcry , condensory, etc.
In the western section of the Chited States, according
to Dr. Louise Pound, hashery, drlnkery and drillery , the
last signifying a craBBaing-school for the Civil Service,
ts
S
2
have entered the language, and E. c. Hills adds such words
aa oakery , car-washer? . douffcnuttery, nenclery aad lunchery .
EDITOR, noun. Faraerly, the publisher of a daily newspaper
or a magazine, now indicating the literary manager of a
publishing house » 1930.
TIencken, H. L., The American Language . 1936. p. 176.
2
Pound, Louise, "Vogue Affixes in Present-Day ^ord Coinage,
Dialect Motes . Vol. V, Part 1, 1918.
"Hills, E. C, American Speech , The Irradiation of Certain
Suffixes. October 1925.
V.
so
EGOCENTRIC, adjective. Having one's attention centered on
one's self and on one's own interests. Noun, a person
having egocentric characteristics. 1897.
EINSTEIHIAH, adjective. Of or pertaining to Albert Einstein
German physicist, or theory of light developed by him.
1925. Commonly thought to have developed the theory of
relativity, Einstein only used the theory of relativity to
substantiate his theory of the curvature of li^it
in space.
EL, noun. Short for elevated; the elevated railway of He*
York and other large cities, consisting of tracks elevated
on steel structures over which run electric and steam cars.
1906.
MHOS, verb transitive. To put (as troops, etc.,) into a
bos or busses (or motor truck or trucks). Verb intransi-
tive. To get into a bus or busses. 1915.
EMPLOYE, noun. A person hired by an employer. 192S. For-
merly the British spelling employee was used almost exclu-
sively, but the American system of simplifying spellings
has dropped the final •_.
ENDORSE, verb. To give sanction to, or approval of, a
thing, act, saying, etc. Commonly used in connection with
advertisements, wherein people of note give their approval
of the product to be sold. 1914.
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EKD0R3E (cont'd). According to H. L. Hencken, the word en-
dorse was orio of a aeries of words—to offiliate , to
endorse , to collide , to jeopardize , to predicate , to Item-
ize , to resurrect , to Americanize—which were formed fol-
lowing the Civil War and which survived the plush elegance
of that period. Tho word, In its advertising meaning,
however, is comparatively new.
EPISODE, noun. One chapter of a serial in the cinema. Hot
listed.
EXTRACURRICULAR, EXTRACURRICULUH, adjective. Pertaining to
those activities, as debating, dramatics and athletics,
which fona part of the life of school or college students,
but which are not part of the regular courses of study.
Rot listed.
FAKIR, noun. A person professing to powers not granted to
the average human—powers of magic, thought transference,
etc. 1902.
FAEDOM, noun. The world of fans (that class of people who
have as their idols and write to, people of prominence).
1928.
FEMllilSH, noun. The theory, cult or practice of those who
Hencken, H. L., The American Language., 1936. "The Period
of Growth," part 2, p. 141.
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hold that present laws, convention* and conditions of so-
ciety prevent the free and full development of woman, and
who advocate such changes as will do away with undue re-
strictions upon her political, social and economic conduct
and relations; also, the propaganda for securing these
changes. 1895.
FETCHER, noun. One who fetches or attracts. 1909.
FEUJ, noun. The photographic film, in the form of a flexi-
ble strip, used in mnklng a moving picture. It is about
an Inch wide, of sensitised translucent material resembling
celluloid and is used in making both negativesand posi-
tives. Early.
PIIH, verb transitive. To photograph on a file, for use in
cinematograph. 1915.
FTXIOZE, verb transitive. To make a moving picture film, as
of a play. Not listed.
FIUI PLAT. A photoplay. Hot listed. All of the terms used
In connection ulth the production of moving pictures are,
in all probability, Jtaerlcan in origin. The original pro-
duction of such works is American In origin, and the tech-
nique and vocabulary used to express the ideas of the in-
dustry were all produced at that time.
FIHALIST, noun. (Sports.) Any of the players who meet in
the final round of a tournament In which the losers in any
round do not play again. 1898.
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VIM., noun. One who engages as a strike-breaker, bat is in-
experienced In the work to be done. 3.928.
FIVESOKE, noon. (Golf.) A group, consisting of five play-
ers, who play round the golf course together, as one
group. 1928.
FLEET, noun. A group of aircraft or other vehicles or other
objects that may be likened to a fleet of vessels. Early.
FLU, noon. Short for influenza , a disease. Hot listed.
This ward cone into prominence during the World War.
FLY, verb transitive. To paso or journey over by flying.
Early, To manage in flight. Early. Verb intransitive.
To fly an airplane. 1902.
FOLLOW-UP, adjective. Of or pertaining to renewed or re-
peated action; as, a follow-up visit. Pertaining to a sec-
ond or subsequent offer or proposal, as to a possible
customer. 1923. Verb. To return again. Houn. The act
of following up.
FORD, noun. The trade-name of a popular low-priced automo-
bile. Hot listed.
FOHUM, noun. An organization which holds public attention
for the discussion of subjects of current interest to
leader and cudience. Not listed.
MHBOT, noun. A dance in four-four time, including slow
walking steps, quick running (trotting) steps. 1917.
FRA1ICHIZER, noun. One who maizes franchises, or one who
fights for a franchise. 1907. The American spelling,
tTtmcbi.se , is different from the -lz» ending of the En-
gllsh. 'fho spelling of the word in the Oxford English
Dictionary is franchise , hut the word is giwen Aaerlcan
credit.
FBAPFE, noun. A frappe mixture or Coverage. Frapp*, adjec
tire, is an iced or frosen deeaert.
FUNCTIOKALIZE, verh. To make ready for functioning. 1923
.
PDMJT, noun. A Sunday newspaper conic strip, usually col-
ored. Hence, any strip, colored or uncolored, appearing
in any newspaper and telling a story.
FUSELAGE, noun. The elongated structure, of approximately
streamline form, to which are attached the wings and the
tail unit of the airplane and which is primarily designed
to hold the passengers, power plant, cargo, etc. 1909.
-0-
GASGS7ER, noun. One of a gang of workmen. 1927. Of recent
years, the term has been applied to a type of criminal who
does his work as a member of a group, rather than alone,
and who works at what is comnonly called rackets. Accord-
ing to Hencken, "How, as in the past, -ster has an appro-
brious significance, and so its chief products are such
words as .'gangster , mobster , dopester , rin^ater , funster ,
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gfryst'**'. anfl speedster .'1 it is not difficult to note that
all words containing the -star suffix, seen to have such
an approbrious connotation. However, sane words with such
a suffix do not have such a connotation. The word huck-
2
ster, one who sells by shouting Ms wares, is a notable
of that fact.
GARAGE, noun. (Aeronautics.} A shed to house one or more
airships or flying machines; as a hanger. 1909. This
tern is in general disuse, the better known hangar having
taken its place. (Shipping.) A siding in a canal. 1918.
A storage place for autonomies . 1902. It is probable
that the word aarajte has cone to American speech by way of
the English. It is French in origin.
GARAGE, verb. To place In a garage. 1906.
GAS, noun. Any substance, whether gaseous, liquid or solid
under ordinary conditions, used to produce a poisonous or
irritant atmosphere, as in the World War. 1915.
GAS, noun. Short for gasoline , a volatile fuel. 1905. The
process by which ttie word rets was derived from gasoline is
I
Lerxken, H. L., The American Lanrnawe . "The T
-*"imTfre To-
day," 1936. p. T7B\
2
'2he word huckster is itself a modern version of the rather
tester, composed of the verb, to hawk , as wares, with the
"lag changed to the phonetlc~huck , and the
-ster suffix
to denote one who hawks.
one which is commonly called clipping, in effect a search
for shart roots in long words. "This habit," says Menc-
ken, "in Restoration days, precipitated a quasi-English
word, mobile , from the Latin mobile valgus , and in the
days of William and Mary it went a step further by precip-
itating mob from mobile . Blob is now sound English, but in
the Eighteenth Century it was attacked by the purists then
in eruption, and though it survived their onslaught they
undoubtedly greatly impeded the formation and adoption of
other words of the same category. There are, however,
sawy more in Standard English, e. r» . patter from pater-
noster , van from caravan , spats from spatter-dashe
s
. wig
from periwig, cab from cabriolet .......
>>e have in recent years witnessed the genesis of phone for
telephone
. rfrtt for gasoline ....." It lo interest-
ing to note that in England, what is commonly known as
gasoline or gas in America, is petrol in England.
GAS, verb transivive. To replenish (a balloon or airship)
with gasoline or gas. 1922. To poison or asphyxiate with
a gas. 1915. To cause (as a metal) to absorb gaa. To
Injure or deteriorate by the action of a gas. Hot listed.
GAS, verb Intransitive. To give off gas, as a metal, during
cooling or solidification. Kot listed.
"
Elencken, H. L., The Anerican Lanraww . "The Language Today,"
1936. pp. 16S-169T
~
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GEORGETTE, noun. A thin, core or less transparent, silk
crepe of very fine texture. 1920.
GLIDER, noun. (Aeronautics.) A form of aircraft similar to
an airplane, but without any power plant. Early, (nauti-
cal.) A flat power boat of noderate size, very shallow,
and high-speed, based on the principle of emergence, at
the tendency of the hull to rise out of the water and
glide upon the surface as the speed increases, not listed.
GLIDER, noun. A person who uses a glider. 1910.
QOHDOLA, noun. An elongated car attached to the under side
of a dirigible balloon. 1914.
OSAXFXSH, noun. The cession dog-fish;--so called since it
has been found to be of value as food. Sot listed.
GRILL, verb. To question. 1928. Comaonly associated with
the efforts of the police to elicit information from sus-
pects or witnesses to a oris*, etc.
GROCETERIA, noun. A grocery store in which the customers
help themselves and pay the cashier as they leave. 1918.
Groceteria is a trade-name. The suffix, -terla , as de-
fined by J. H. Steadm&n, Jr., has three meanings: "1. A
place where articles are sold on the self-service plan;
Z. a place where certain articles are sold without the
self-service feature; and 3. a place where certain servic-
es are rendered—by others, not by the customer himself."1
Steadman, J. H. Jr., American Speech , see BASKETERIA,
June 1980.
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A rether extensive list of words having the -teria end-
ing, as given by Uencken, include the following: Cafeteria ,
the progenitor of the list, restauranteria , garmenterla ,
ahaveterla (a place where shaving utensils are supplied to
wayfarers), shoeteria , restoteria (a rest-roam), chocolate-
ria , sodateria, fruiterla , radioteria . bobateria (where hair
is bobbed), valeteria . marlse teria . caketeria . eandyterla ,
caaketeria
. drunteria . baaketeric, cloanetorla , fyoceterla ,
healtheterla . famateria , nototerla (a Rrooeteria on wheels),
cashateria , wrcckoteria (a boneyard for old automobiles)),
luncheteria , habertoria , hatateria, kalfeterla or kafaterla,
(a shoe store) and aany others. It is eztrenely unlikely
that words such as the foregoing will ever be admitted to
good ueage in the Kngliah language. Cafeteria will probably
be the only one to reach the language and come into general
use.
GUK, noun. Something suggestive of a gun, as in shape or
function, as, a syringe or kind of small hand pump; as,
grease, or the like; as, a grease gun. A larger apparatus
for forcibly spraying or throwing on cement, concrete mix-
tures, etc.; as, a cement gun. Hot listed.
1
Mencken, H. L., The American Lanraaee, "The Language To-
day," 1956. pp.TTer™
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HEADLIHER, noun. A person or thing having mention made of
It in the headlines of newspapers, or having a prominent
position in the newspapers or magazines; also, a person
appearing in a favored position in the theater. 1907. In
ItegTand what is Jaiown as a headliner, is called a toplin-
e*. English newspaper headlines are toplinaa.
HBIGK, noun. A condition which exists on the American stock
exchange in which investments are made to protect other
investments or investment In the same field. 1917.
HESITATION, noun. A form of waltz In which the dancers in-
tersperse at pleasure a certain "hesitating" movement or
gliding movement; also, the movemsnt Itself. 1914.
HBXATHLOB, noun. In the Y. K. C. A. indoor athletics, a com-
posite contest consisting of six events: a standing hroad
Jump, a fence vault, putting a shot, a running high Junp,
a 60 yard potato race and a 160 yard potato race. Hot
listed. The word hexathlon is a combination of the Greek
hex meaning six, and athlon , event.
HIGH-LIFE, noun. A person who indulges in life almost to
the extent of dissipation; also, a person full of spirit.
1902.
HIGH-LIPED, adjective. Of or pertaining to a person or ani-
mal full of spirit. 1902.
HIGBtJAI, noun. An Improved sain road, forming a continuous
route for long-distance automobile travel, generally pass-
ing through several states and usually bearing a distinc-
tive none or number. Not listed. Undoubtedly the word
highway wao originated long before the beginning of ttie
twentieth century, but the new interpretation or tt» giv-
ing of names and numbers has been a new interpretation.
HITLERITE, noun. A person having the beliefs or following
tenets or commands of Adolph Hitlor, present dictator of
Germany. 1930. The presence of the -ite ending brands
the word as being undoubtedly of American origin. 1930.
HOBO, noun. A parson, generally a man, who travels over the
country seeking an existence or livelihood by doing itin-
erant labor. 1906. From the word hobo have sprung the
words hobodan, meaning hoboes collectively or the world of
hoboes, and hobolsm , the acts or beliefs of hoboes. Ho-
boes must be distinguished from tramps. By their own ad-
mission they are not beggars but travelling workmen. In
the argot the word hobo is contracted to "bo" . It is
probable that hobo is a contraction of the words hello
brother reduced to hello bo and finally contracted to the
word as we know it now. The custom of calling each other
by the name of hobo probably originated through the greet-
ings of walking men to each other, while passing through
the countryside. It is not an approbrlous term.
-
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BOSSESTEADIHG, verbal noun. The act or action of living on
and cultivating a piece of land, the property of the fed-
eral government of the United States, until such property
finally becomes the property of the person so doing. 1906.
It is probable that this word was in use nuch before the
first of the twentieth century.
H0MET0WH, noun. The birthplace of an individual. 1912.
The words heme town were in use early, but it has been on-
ly recently that the two have been Joined to cake one word.
HOOD, noun. The removable metal covering over the engine.
Sot listed. In England the hood is known as a bonnet.
Before the twentieth century hood was synonymous with
foot-pad, bandit , hl.gfrwayman or stick-up nan .
HOSPITALIZE, verb. To place In a hospital. This word iw
one of a type of word which lias cone Into being since the
World War. Included in a list of words are: to author,
to service, to demagogue, to interview and to debut. The
most prominent group of words of a like nature formed by
adding hyphen to nouns or adjectives are: to slmonixe, to
slenderise, to winterize, to vacationize and to picturize.
HOUSEKAS, noun. A male servant employed to do the heavier
kinds of housework as in a hotel. Kot listed.
HUBBARD, noun. A squash. 1924. Formerly an adjective, the
name of the originator of the type of vegetable known as
the Hubbard squash; the name has come to mean the vege-
table itself.
-I-
IDEA, noon. A large scheme or plan. 1928.
IDLE, verb. To slow down an engine to Its lowest point of
deceleration. 1931. This word was probably used much
earlier than 1931, but probably came into being after 1900.
IGHiriOE, noun. In internal combustion engines, the means
of igniting a mixture as an electric spark from a magneto
or a battery, or, in a Diesel engine, the heat caused by
compression.
HAUGUKATE, verb. To set up a plan or system for operation.
This word is commonly used in regard to the Installation
la office of public officials; as, the president of the
United States. 1906.
IXAUGURATIOU , noun. The ceremonies connected with inaugu-
rating a public official. 1905.
IHCOHHUHICADO, adjective. Without means of communication;
la solitary confinement; as, to hold a prisoner incommu-
nicado.
IHSO-FAR, adverb. In so far; in such measure or degree;
—
followed by as and usually written as three words. Hot
listed.
IK3PIRAT0R, noun. One who inspires. 1903.
IHSTITTJTIOHALIZE, verb. To plaoe in an institution; to con-
form (a person) to the ways and methods of on institution-
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1905. See HOSPITALIZE, above.
IKSTITUTIOBIZE, verb. See IKSTITDTIOHALIZE, above. 1905.
ISSIITDTIOHALISB, noun. The practices, nothods, etc., which
ate up the work of institutions as a whole. 1907.
IHSUROEHT, noun, (united States political.) A member of a
political party, especially a nomber holding a legislative
position, who acts contrary to the policies and decisions
of his party; specifically one of an anti adninistration
group in the Republican party. 1920.
IHTELLIOBSTSIA, noun. Educated or learned people collec-
tively; the intellectual or professional group, class or
period. 1914.
AMD'.-BOROUGH, adjective. ertaining to, situated in or
operating between two or more boroughs; as, an inter-
borough railway. 1905.
ZKTER-CHDRCH, adjective. Pertaining to, cannon to or shared
In by a number of churches or all churches. 1905.
HWREST, noun. ——the interests . Large and powerful fi-
nancial, coctmerclal and industrial organizations, often
used in a sinister sense because tbey are popularly sup-
posed to control or influence economic or political activ-
ities. Hot listed.
IBTERMAHOSALE, noun. Any of several working class social-
ist organizations of international scope. The word first
came into general use in 1912, but only reached Its world
significance in 1955 when Internationales were organized.
IHTERHATIOHALISK, noun. The doctrine or belief that world
peace may be obtained by friendly association of all na-
tions on a basis of equality and without sacrificing na-
tional character (nationalism) for the securing of inter-
national Justice and Tor cooperation in all matters of
world-wide interest. 1902.
IHTERSCHOIASTIC, adjective. Existing, or carried on, be-
tween schools, especially secondary schools* Hot listed.
IHTRACOASTAL, adjective. Within or pertaining to the waters
near the coast; as, on intercoastal waterway. Hot listed.
IHIRACO/XEGIATE, adjective. Existing, or carried on, within
one college or university. Hot listed.
IHTRAGROUP, adjective. Gf or pertaining to the activities
carried on within a group. Hot listed.
-J-
JAOTAEKER, noun. One who walla like a "Jay" or gawky per-
son; especially, one who crosses streets carelessly or at
unusual and inappropriate places, or in a dangerous or
illegal direction, so as to be endangered by traffic. 1925.
iMUBH, adjective. Of or pertaining to things whose
snallness makes them inconsequential. 1911. This word
probably was coined in the mid-west, and was used by rail-
road man for towns at which the only stop was to take
water, called "Jerking" water.
JOIHTIST, noun. A joiner. 1906.
JOKER, noun. An unobtrusive clause inserted in contracts,
legislation, etc., and affecting its operation in a way not
immediately apparent. 1904.
JUGOSLAV, JUOO-SLAV, noun and adjective. See JUGOSLAV, be-
low. Early.
JUHIOR COLLEGE. A college usually connected with a secondary
school which gives not more than two years of college
work. 1919.
KAISERDOB, noun. The office, domain or Jurisdiction of a
kaiser; also, kal—rtsaa . 1914. I cannot say that the
word is American, but the ending is typical of the usual
-don suffix, now largely employed in the United States.
SALE, noun. (Slang.) Money. 1927.
KEY, noun and adjective. The advertisement, placed in a par-
ticular newspaper or magazine, which acts as a criterion
for all other advertising of the same article. Also
called key advertisement . 1905.
XEYHOTE, noun. United States political. A speech delivered
at a political convention presenting the fundamental is-
sues of a campaign or movement. Hot listed.
KEYHOTER, noun. A person who makes a keynote address. Hot
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listed.
KIP, noun. The gymnastic figure of raising one's self by
the arms to a cross bar* and by raising the feet in the
air, gain momentum enough to go through the gymnast up-
right several feet in front of the bar. 1911.
KIP verb. To execute a kip. 1911.
KITCHENETTE (kitchenet), noun. A very snail rooa or an al-
cove combining kitchen and pantry, with the conveniences
compactly arranged. 1922. Collarette is English, bnt
kitchenette , like farmerette , eonductorette , offlcerette
and a nutaber of other analogous words, Is American.
KIBAHIAH, noun. Any member of any of a large number of
clubs (Klwanis), in the United States and Canada, having
the sans constitution. The first such organization
organized is Detroit. 1915. Hot listed.
DOCK, noun. An office holder, as a senator or congress,
man, who has failed of re-election, especially one whose
tarn has not expired;—often used attributively, as, a
lame -duck congress. Hot listed. "Such a term as lame-
duck IS almost a complete treatise on American psychology;
it reveals the national habit of mind more clearly than
cny labored inquiry could ever reveal it. It has in it
precisely the boldness and contempt for ordered forms that
so characteristically Aaerlcan, onfl it has too the
mot of the country, end the delight in devas-
tating opprobriuae, end the acute feeling for the
The ease qualities are la ronah-hoosfl
WlTfPIMWB* has-been, speed-coc sad a
such racy subetantlvee, and in all the great stock
of native verbs and adjectives."
LAHDPLAHB, noun, an airplane designed to rise from and
alight on the land, sot lletee.
XJUOGX, noun. The Leagae of Rations. The League of Xa-
tions was organised la 10&0, when the asae ease into
era! nee. Sine* then, A&arieone have shorteaed the
*° Sat Ittfflfi- Jt *» natural to suppose that the
ing of the tens or phrase fallowed closely on the
satloB of the League of Bations, for the American people
are singularly quick to change e rather dull name to a
A legionnaire. Bet listed, see LBGICB-
LBOlcanuiBS, noun. A aesber of the American Legion, an or-
to ehloh only soldlore of the United States
mho fought in the Horld War nay become aeahers. 1920.
i, H. L., The Aaorleoa Language . 1906.
rials of ino^iiryTpTW.
mm. (Slang. ) Ai
191*.
LKTZEROKAB, noun. A telegren,
sage, sent at rates lower than tho
in consideration of its Using sent
to priority la service of regular aessages;—called also
abar-lettcr. nJJdttt-letter , let listed.
LIOB, noun. A nsnbM of any of an association of civic
clubs (international association of Lions dubs)
In 191B and affiliated internationally, lot listed.
LXOSIZK, verb. To entertain as an honored gaeeti to
attention upon, a person whoee fane or iiiihb la
The action of lionising • person 1* generally for
of allowing the host or hostess to bask In
reflected glory of their guest.
LIPSTICK, noun. A kind of ponede, or perfused ointment, for
the lips* put up In stick far*. Rouge for the lips con-
pressed into the font of a stick. 1919.
Lism, verb intransitive. —-—to listen in . To pat one
self In e position to hear a telephonic, telegraphic or
radio eonencleation Intended for sansam else, or for
any. 1904.
LITKRATI2B, verb. To make into the for* of literature; as,
to 1iterative a story: also, often, to mke literate.
1987.
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LOOP, noun. An aerial samovar In which the airplane de-
scribee en approximately circular path In the plane of the
longitudinal and nae—1 axes, the lateral ansa regaining
horisontal, and the upper site of the airplane remaining
on the inside of the circle. 1914. This definition Is
not inclusive. She loop described above is an inside loop,
anil* the outside loop has not been mentioned.
loop, verb transitive. To perform a loop in an airplane.
1914.
LoBD-smna, noun. A form of radio receiver for producing
sounds loud enough to be readily heard without holding a
receiver close to the eeri also, part of a devlee for en-
abling a speaker's words to be heard over a aneh larger
is possible without it. Part of a public
LOG, noun* Recent, the condition of being forced to par a
part of one's salary to a political party, or movemont;
also, a part of the Mechanise, other than the bolt, which
holds a demountable rim to the wheel of an automobile.
LVO, verb. (Passive.) To be required to pay, to a politi-
cal party or aovsmoat, a part of one's salary for the sup-
port of such party or aovemant. Recent. (Active.) To
require (an employe) to contribute to a
MJNGM3T0R, noun. A puhsotor. Hot listed.
50
KUffOvB, noun. A cmsplloatcd Chines* gas*, Mid to be of
ancient origin, played usually 07 four persons, with 136
tiles similar to dominoes. By dreeing end discarding the
tiles, eseh player endeavors to secure four eonplet* com-
binations, or sets of three tiles each, together with one
pair. 190.
kAIUJBILITT, adverb. 'Jho capability of being aaUedt as,
the package's nailablllty wee not oueatloned. 1907.
MOB* verb intransitive. In e college, school or the like,
to take a certain subject as one's chief object of stadyi
to specialise in a particular subject—used with ia; as,
to aajor in mathenaties. Alee, need to denote the person
a speeialisationi as, an anglish mjor. Early.
MiXime, noon. The articles, paper, tobacco, etc., wMeh ge
into asking a cigarette. 1907. Also used in connection
with the Ingredients of a drink.
L, noun, a refined and Inproved fora of the native
having two rove of wooden bars with metal resona-
tors below then, first designed and naaufaetured by J. C.
Usagen, American Busleian end Banufacturer. It is played
sinilarly to the xylophone, but wit* lesc rapid
of its sustained notes. Hot listed.
(, noun. The belief thatm should be
2a ttenetw, and that fminim duties and deeds should bo
Saflfe to the onsen. Also, tbo belief that hb am superior
OjoeoStw of fjfgijgfj* a*e IEHIB23M above.
Wau (else awn), noun. Honey. 1907. According to
H. WsqMti, mOBm ** derived fron the Chaldean word, H»-
in literal translation, £bj>
;
B. h, Mencken attributes the word to the Jewish
of lev York, classing the word with others each
wee ss}*eWt4*#tBwM sa*k4*a»MfcSfc ea^sW MwiMl jjj_fjlLiiJ» -iiiaile Jlfcfl
ii-. —-—to cut a aolon. To divide the spoils or
of en undertaking; to divide
be offieero of a firm. 1800.
tf Men. A red organic aorcurcted dye* dlt
Taytr reji tnn iiriflnoroocoln, or its green, crystalline ao-
dlaa salt, need as a ganaral antiseptic bearing the trade-
>. Hot listed.
A phonetic abbreviation of !—nhsas
.
the
by which the voice is translated Into electric
for broadcasting by radio. 1930, An affection-
ate tern.
xBachln. H«. taorloan Scsteft,. Bey 19E6, p. 480*
j, H. L. t The itlTlllll Len«neae. 1996. "The Taagaago
Today," p. JOS.
=™—
EHfiAGE, noun, ihet part of the expenens allowed
•oldiere, jj,wwniMm enployea ana the like for trowelling.
BTT .TAttK, noun. A rate (ae of taxation) expressed la mills
per dollar. Hot listed.
H3CY, adjeetlve. Mincing. Of or pertaining to short steps
and q.-lek snail actions; as, a nincy walker. 191S.
MISEHAI.IZE, verb transitive. To charge or lispregneta with
ore. :-ot listed.
mOB/t, werb. To nist. 1910. She connotation of this word
la subtly wetter than a nlst and not quite a sprinkle.
MHR, noun. Any natural feature, as a mountain, canon,
i* ete., together with the land about It,
usoi vsd by a governnont aa public proper-
ty. Hot listed.
aOGWUlXSE, verb. To make moonshine. 1908.
0061, noun. Often a wsaher of the Progressive party; a
Bull Beoee. A norther of a secret fraternal and benefi-
ciary society founded In 1888 (loyal order of Moose)* Hot
listed.
kOBTlCIAH, noon . An undertaker Wo la a nenber of the Ra-
tional Selected Morticians. Recent. Hot lieted. Sow,
r, en undertaker. "...... suffixes that have
ting feme are fjMfe diSaV -tar, ^tf,
'&*** =*&*£&* =3*!&> -ogtft and ^£. J*oa -lclan we
the lowly mart&ala*. end its brothers, boeutlclsn.
wa.^WmJM. to wy nothing of whooptto»an,
college dttttP^MOtr. In Hollywood ttwy also speak of
to be apoloootlo about the trade he follows. He eel-
believe* that It is suite worthy of hie virtues aad tal-
alnoet always he thinks that he would have adorned
far gaudier. Unfortunately, it la not always poo-
elble for Ma to escape, or even for him to drees plausibly
of escaping, so he soothes htaaelf by assuring Massif that
he belongs to s superior section of his craft, and very
to set hinoolf off fron the
wo clasps* the origin of a snltitud* of
tsristlc Aaerlesn eupheaiaos, e. g., aortieian for
taker, roaltor for real tabs anenf. elsotragiat for elqc-
JSEaHn SJamajHrffff » fMinl ssBsflnT. * °* £cS&e3bmbiK* HK"
clan for Iwlidteeser. snts—lnetias cnainser for rat-catciisr
Discussing the worn articles, itself, Wsnshsn says,
nortlclan is in the public donate. It was proposed by
a writer in the anilmii ' Konthly for rebruary, 1C96, but
Mencken, H. I.. She *—risen Taiywaan. 1986, Chapter V,
section 2, p. ITbv
SBeneken. H. L., The Ansrlcan T
*rOTfflflt Chapter VI, section
64
who mn than funeral directors did not rise
to It until twelve Tears later. Ob WibI—Ihii 16, 1916, mm
of tho mere eminent of then set at Columbus, Ohio, to form
e national association, on the lineo of the Aoerlcsn College
of Surgeons, the Americas Association of tnlversity Profes-
scrs end the society of Cincinnati, end a year later they
decided upon national Selected ~orticiana ae ite desigaa.
tlon. So this day the association remains so exclusive that,
of the 84,000 undertakers la the United states, only 800 Be-
long to it. But any one of the remaining, la
free to cell hlaeelf a mortician, and to use all the other
lovely words that the advance of hoses taxidermy has
In. Mortlelan. of course, wee suggested fey physician.
wl »>i Iiii i naturally admire end like to pal with the
reetloB nan, and there was a tfaae when some of thai
thoBselvos cntoahalmt surweons . A mortician newer handles a
eerpse» he prepares a body or patient . This Business Is car-
te achieved the patient la put into a casket, not a coffin.
hone . On the day of the funeral he is moved to the chapel
therein for the last exorcism, end them hauled to the ceme-
tery in a funeral-car or oaajeyt ^effc. The old-time shrewd
** ***** * ESyBmsEBB* °* jBwWaVHsKaetnSGst ^^ ffffisefffflWCKfffflfc* WeW ««BP"»
ticlan's writ-truck la on rthi1iiirii» and tho e—twy is
fast becoming a memorial-park.''3'
HOTOSCADE noon. A procession of aottr vehiclee, often on*
prnnwHi on a trip of mm length or duration, not
listed. M the com of itartarnads . autocade, a—lnii and
I, & new suffix, —do. seen to haw made its ap-
nea. A track or course, usually Inclossd and
vita asata for spectators, for races, testa, ate., of au-
tomobile vehicles. Hot listec.
MOTORIZE, verb transitive. To aubatituta (motor drawn ve-
hicles) for those nhieh are otherwise drawn, or propelled
by steam or electricity, as in a fire department, or a
railway, or the like. 1918. Fran the word notaries has
K, seem. Short end colloquial for moving picture.
S, noun. A parson, who, for delight or profit,
tries to find base motives for human actions, especially
(politically) a pereon who looks for wrong sets in the
lives of caadidatee, and who puhliabee them. 1906.
KDCERAEXBQ, verbal noun. The acta or actions of a muck-
raker. 1906.
WfBAUSTIC, adjective. Of or pertaining to a mutual qual-
ity, or quality of agreement. 1908.
H. L„ The Aja-vdoan TiTaYTTfflflri 19S6, chapter VI,
-E-
HATIOHALIZATION, noun. Act of nationalising; specifically,
as a doctrine of coEcranlajn, the taking over by the state
of private industry, as nines, factories, banks, etc., or
industrial trade, or financial organizations or the con-
trol of any class of labor or service in the interests of
the state. Hot listed.
RATIONALIZE, verb. To unify nationally; to unify a nation
within itself. 1928.
NEWSPAPERMAN, noun. One who writes for a newspaper; one who
owns or conducts a newspaper; also, one who works for a
newspaper in any capacity. Hot listed.
NIPPONESE, noun. A Japanese; the Japanese. Hot listed.
H1PP0HIAH, adjective. Of or pertaining to the Nipponese, or
Japanese. 1909.
NIPPONESE, noun. A characteristic or peculiarity of the
Nipponese, or Japanese; the Japanese idiom or expression.
Japanlam. Not listed.
NIPPCNIZE, verb transitive. To make Nipponese or Japanese.
Not listed.
NONBEVERAOE, adjective. Of or pertaining to liquids not
used as a beverage; not suitable for use as a beverage.
Not listed.
H0NC00PEBATI0N, noun. Refusal, through civil disobedience
of a people to cooperate with the government of a country,
especially, by non-payaent of taxes, and, sometimes, by
©7
boycotting the courts, legislative councils, educational
institutions, etc.j used ©specially of the policy of
his followers in India. I960, Verde derived
MOHBUai «*•« ncnanwneTsta . lSSlj noneoopswi-
odjoctivo, 1928j nonoooooratlng. adjective, 1922;
noun, 1984.
OSTZBXm, noun. A thine or article offered for sale. 190B.
orWPIAD, noun. The quadrennial celebration of the modern
> 1907. Shis is a revival of the Greek
indicating the number of years between chanaes Sa gov-
A revival.
A lively round dense, in two-four Mae, the
stops in a figure being the coupee, grapevine,
whirl or turning step, draw step, dip end a variety of
waXlrtng steps also, nuslc for this dance. 1911.
OBE-STSP, verb intransitive. To do a one-step. 1916
OB-WAX, adjective, ltssaxvad for anything, as, traffls mov-
ing in one direction) as, a one-say street. 1986. It is
probable that this expression is nuch older than this, bat
1 have been able to find no other reference to the words
ens and v£gr used as s lijplana tsrt ward.
OPT, verb intransitive. To choose citizenship after trans-
fer of territory to another sovereignty; as, according to
the treaty of Versailles, mtliw of that part of Sehles-
wig restored to DenaariE, not habitually resident, and of
Cams nationality, wero entitled to ojgt for Deaaarki par-
eon* resident were entitled to out for Germany. 1914.
Ftob the word opt, a shortening of the word optjaf. have
tent, noon, a person who opts, 1934} sad
», the action of the vera, ojfe, 1982. It Is
the word ogt Is entirely Awerlean, due to
the habit of Americans In shortening difficult words, and
of famine new words froa old roots for new situations.
It is probable* alao, that the word ojj£ was originally
adopted by newspaper headline writers, becawae of the
of its use In headlines. Chla Is an ewwnple of
be called a »loorned attempt' to coin a word to fit a
hitherto unknown situation.
OPTiaWE, noun. A body of spectators, as at a waving ple-
bow. Hot lleted. Audience, of course, refers to a
of people gathered la one place to hear something-.
», speaking, etc. Jn an effort to exactly define a
type of crowd, the word optionee was created during the era
of silent noving pictures, to describe a group who
ered In one place to see, 9» word has nova
oral. In aany places where a crowd gathers bo
la also as auditory aceaapeninent, Justifying t
r, adjective. Of or pertaining to outlaws; proscribed
or interdicted by law or by the rule* of an organisation;
as, an outlaw band; an outlaw labor union} an outlaw
strike; and on outlaw ball player. Hot llstsc*. Original-
ly a noun, the word was conpoaed of the expresaion 'oat -
It.
OVTLIBE, noun. A short suanary, or o<awjain11i«i. often in the
of heads and subheads. Banes, specifically and re>
., a oonpsndious presentation, sonatinas sxtending to
volumes, of the most significant features of s
subject; as, an outline of. history, —lanes or llt-
srsture . Sot listed.
rntgEAC, noun. Those general charges or wspaMeea colleo-
tively in any business which cannot bo charged up as
belonging exalualvely to any particular part of the tousl-
ing, heating, accounting and other office alliens sad de-
preciation. Called, also, in nanufaoturing, factory
ad in England, QKCOSg . 19U.
PACIFICISM, noun. See PACIFISM, below. 1810.
PACIFISM, noun. The spirit or teapar which opposes ndlitary
ideals, amphaslsss the defects of military training and the
coat of war and preparation for it and advocates the set-
tlenent of International disputes entirely by arbitration
1901.
MSXrm, nous. One who U iaibued with pacifist)* one who fa-
vors, adTeeates or supports pacifism; a pacificist. 1906.
PACIFIST, adjective. Of or pertaining to pacifism. 1906.
PACIFISTIC, adjective. Of or pertaining to or cbaraeterls-
tie of paclfiata or paelflaai. Sot Hated.
PAGE, verb transitive. To toe out, ae by calling the nan*
of, in order to site a wsssagc to, mm peg— or bell-boys
do In e hotel. 1904.
PAHAJtt, noon. A kind of closely woven elastic cotton fab-
ric, wiry in appearance, of basket weave* bearing the
trade wart;. Fan—a,. It Is used especially for hat brims
and crowns. Also, a kind of firm, saoeth worsted of plain
of hard twistod yarn, bearing the trade-new
It is used especially for dresses, skirts sol
suits. Bet listed.
FWIHWTTg, verb transitive. To accost on the street and
beg front. Verb intransitive. To accost people on the
street end beg fron then. 1905.
tOTIBrail., noun. One who panhandles. 1903. The word pxb-
ably was colnod fron the fact that the son of a beggar, ex-
for else* resembles the beadle of e pen. Out there
end etiU Is, no authority for such a ate
;•
MAS, verb. So halt (e vehicle, especially a aotor vehicl
ad to leave or laep standing anywhere out of coots;—
rarely restricted to placing a vehicle parallel with
ere, at an angle to the Wo. To place or leave (see
thing) anywhere; as, he parked his feet on a chair. To
stop (while In a vehicle) and ranaln standing; to leave a
vehicle stealing. To renaln stationary. 1908. "To.
.
is In Piers PI rmmn, C-?ext, US, c.. XS&0% »Anong wives
and widows I am wont to sit, y-parkod in pews.»« Bat as
Er. Louise fotsad points oat 1ft finiwlosn teeeeh. May 1927,
it then meant to be enclosed, shut up, confined. In the
sense of to arrange artillery or wagons la a park It
late English during the Kapoleonie wen, apparently influ-
enced by IT—oh example. Its modern vogue, end great ex-
tension of weaning, cans in with the automobile. In the
United States, as Doctor iound says, one nay now perk a
child with a neighbor, er a suit-oase in a cloakroom, or
Jewelry In a vault. 3,
PASSIVE, adjective. Hot self-active j not noviag or acting
of itself, caealve balloon or airplane, one unpro-
vided with active power. -. passive flight, night with-
out motive power such as soaring or gliding. Hot listed.
PASTEURIZE:-, participial adjective. A process,
by £r. Louis asteur, by which milk, principally,
liquids, are raised to a certain degree of tenperature,
, H. L., The. American TfWlffimTi ****» Chapter Vr
eonposing
sat' cov-
and kept ttan for a stated interval, to reaovo Iron it
any Bieroblolagloal growth that nay to preeent. 1906.
PASTOBIUB, noon. A parsonage;~eo called la seas Baptist
churches. Bot listed.
PA1SI0J8SR, aeon, cm who nates an nslaiitsll mu ""i^^y of
his patriotism, or who nnrtsavnirs to sate capital of it.
Bot listed.
PASKOL, noun. A unit of organisation in the Boy Scouts of
America. 1908. Also used in the sense of fire patrol .
police potroj., etc., to Indicate a
a unit of cooperation; also a fixed route or 'i^ea 1
by such a unit.
(slang.) A p
usually la reference to a sonant as, aba Is a poaohcr-
lno . 1908.
PBBSCRIPT, noun, Handwriting) a piece of handwritings nat-
ter oritton with a pen. not listed.
^**e '^r w><*^sWMge» <UI0* WB^PWaAav »eus^Pne l^Ee nasAUnnwnni (UEsin^p
to a snail depth, in battlefield trenches,
etc., to enable an observer to obtain a field of view that
otherwise would be teposalble to get, as because of an In-
object, or the like. Early,
sua* She body of persons collectively sngsged
la any enploynant servicei as the personnel of an airship.
Bot listed. A substitute or eupbenisn for OBPloyos .
»ua« sprung a*, •u&mim* as sammA fltoate-
ol bapocn, etc.. In place of enployaw* iwrnpii , it
PETTER, dour. (Anerlean college slang. ) One who seta, one
•ho calces love to a person of the opposite sax without se-
rious Intentions. 1931.
PSETIBO, verbal noun. The action of the verb to pett physi-
cal caresses, given promiscuously by the person of one sex
to s person of the other. 1931.
FETTIBB-PAHTT, noun. A party at which potting is Indulged
Ini a party for the purpose of petting* 1938.
PHOSB, noun. A telephone receiver, or one of a pair, used
In radlotelephony. 1913.
IWWB, vecb. To talk ever a telephone. 1913.
rMB, neat. A telephone receiver. Hot listed. According
neans only the receiving part of the telephonic apparatus.
In eosnon usage, however, phone neans the whole of the ap-
paratus, while receiver Indicates the ear-piece
.
PHOTOPLAY, noun. A play for representation or exhibition by
novlng pictures; also the noving-picture representation of
a play. 1916. According to Honcken, "The first —frfl*
•* ISSeft* *» the a iilieaMil to the Oxford iftrlish Diction-
ary is dated 1913, but the word was already six or seven
years old by that tine. Who invented it, no one 'sows.
In those days, as now, the nagnstes of the movie Industry
diciitod tho ward, and sought to find sane nor* dignified
substituto far it. la 1912 the Mmany Canpany offered a
prise of 026 for such e eubatitute, and it was won by Bd-
tflfln vngi Bib CDOQI
the title of a very eueeereful fan taago&lne, it never du-
el
PBOTOPLMER, noon. A novlng-ploture oatcr or oetreea* let
lUted. Sea mmtUX, above.
lot Ueted.
PICTCRIZE, verb transitive. To sake a plotara or clotures
of} ospocially, to tummil by aaam of novlng pictures;
**» *° PUterUe a novel. Sot lieted. See S06PISALISK,
below, for dUouasloa of treat.
PICTTOIZATIOM, noon. Any play, novel, etory, poem, etc.,
bas bean plcturUed, 1. a., soda into a novUg pic-
1900. It U poaalbla that oieta
tlaa cane into boing at about the sane ties
.
PXB-S3ED, adjective. (Slang.) Of or pertaining to
assa. Crank. 1919. with the advent of probibitlan Into
the United States, en enaraoua natter of
own into being, mostly, of course.
sjissaa rt . JMSlEtt* TfTBT •*•• *» connection wltfr sash
wards, "i>arhaps the most striking difference botween Grit-
14Mb «4 anejlcan slanc*" Bays Erapp, "is that the
It nor* largely merely a natter of th» um of
lag »«*»# IJUso bally and awenlt. whereas Aenerlcan eleag
vivid 1«sm and plrtupoa."1
\, ubuu* A SttA, COP WOMB* Who 40TCS for sad maneges
pigeons, eepooieaiy honing pigeone. 1910.
tUBlt noun. One who la cautious, timid or afraid; usually,
on* who will not ta!:e a dare, 1901.
«AHE, verb Intransitive Of a boat, to lift more or lose
out of the wator while In notion, aa a hydroplane doss.
(Colloquial.) To travel In an airplane. Sea VOLFIAHE, be-
low. 1909.
FUT-OM>uar, adjective, since the Invention of radio
broadcasting, a word description of any game, convention,
athlotle ©vent, eta., broadcast by radios aa, a play-by*
play account. 1981.
PLUS, adjective. Having eousthlng more; poseeeslng in s
the characteristics laplled in the noun}
fcj as, truth alas, style £luaj—uaod after
'Fbl Vclunc I,P. "
1986. Sate word la probably the origination of
writer*, who seen to bo on tho look-out for
wnl«h will raw readily osjjrosa the auperovoallaaao
of their goods.
POUOMHi noun. A wanna who 1* a wenbar of the police;
• wonen Who In doing pollen duty. Hot Hated.
FOliauau, noun. A girl of many dlapoaltlon and Irreprea-
alble optician who flata good la everything. Hot Hated.
Pollynaan la the heroine of eeweral stories by Hre, John
Porter. Xt la often need attributively aa Pollyawna,
or ?ellyaaoa phileeopby, etc. Por a ainilar
BABBITT, one of the eharaetere In a novel by
POBATO, nova* A fragrant, succulent, toanto-llse fruit pro-
by grafting tonato oolona aa potato plante. Xt in
raw aa a ealad, or coofcec. Sot Hated,
PQ8WAR, adjective, of or pertaining to the actions, trend*
heppenlaga, occurring after the war, eapeelaIXy after taw
World bar. 1906.
hj verb tranaitive. To cancel (postage absjspa) la
of their use. Hot listed.
, verb tranaitive. To cool beforehand j eapecially to
subject to a process by which the tenp—eUaa of (fruit
or the lflcs) la reduced to a certain tenpersfrura before
190*.
5, nana, state of being prepared; rosrtlnsee;
specifically, a state of military and naval preparation
for defense la ease of possible hoetilltiea. Bo* listed.
institution where children of preschool
mainly in age groups, far observation
atlonal and social training. Bat listed.
, adjective. Of or pertaining to tea period in a
child's Ufa flcsoeillim attendance at school «—K^y from
Infancy to the aga of five years. Hot listed.
UVUTUkMQB, nonn. An aatabUabnant where persons, espe-
cially children exposed to iHserse as tuberculosis,
prophylactic treateant. 1918.
a
of bobateria), lubritoriun (a place vhara
), infantoriun, hatatorium, odclitoriun,
suitetoriun and pastorlua, bealdas printo-
rius, reatatoriun, rastorlna and ahavatarias."1
MWCOTKaUL, adjective, pertaining to, or consisting of,
instrucUon or work in manual training or the useful arte
as it is given or required la the schools below the voca-
tional school, not listed.
PEWAB, adjective. Of or pertaining to happenings, actions,
etc., before a war, specifically the World Bar. 1806.
P8EIXB, mar, mum. (Sins.) «» president or chalman,
of any Institution, ospoclally a college or uni-
1, noun. One mho tabes mhet Is considered an
profit, m by taking advantage of a public or na-
tional need la tins of war. 131s.
Intransitive. To set as a profiteer. See
»# bood» above* 1916.
faOHZsmcnn, smb. The beliefs, tenets, eets, etc., of
those persons collectively, who believe In the prohibiting
of alcoholic liquors fron public consumption by force
of lav. 1915.
PROJECT, noun. A task or problem, usually calling for con-
Btlon, or both, by the
or part of phase of school
Bet listed. Also, s iiiiisiimmnlal task or mmum viemsd
es e unit, end generally under e single management.
nmmaSJO., adjective. Pertaining to promotions as, prcmo-
tional examinations. In advertising and colling, the pre-
to pises the name or character of a
fc, exhibition, work of art, etc, in the public mind.
IMWOMWg, verb transitive. To propagate or disseminate
(as principles or ideas) by re-gnnturt effort} to subject to
a propagendai es, to propagandise wsmrchlcal principles)
to pveesgiiMM i u a country. Sot listed. Verb intransl-
tive. *» umj oat a propaganda. Hot listed.
HROPAOAKD, verb. Se carry oat a program of propaganda. 1902.
mauaim, noun. She tet or instance of dividing profit,
to o certain lire a
i
1willed plan or flsmsa of
PUBLICIST, noon. Advertising of any kind* Infonaation with
• am value, designed to advance tba Interests of «
place, person, cause or Institution, usuaUy appearing in
public print} as, the puhllelfcr was carefully prepared for
the canpalga. Often used attributively an a publicitr bu-
*•*»» * ooblieitar ana. Any action, or any natter epokan,
written or printed, which aaauraa public attention. Also,
the attention so gained. 1904.
PUUKWOH, aeon. An apparatua for producing artificial res-
piration by poaping oxygen or air, or a mixture of the
teo, into and out of the lunga, as of a person who has
ted by drowning, breathing gas# etc. 1913.
l., noun. A sane played by two aides nusfcerlng, usu-
ally, eleven each, with a large inflated ball, six feet
in dianetor, the object being to posh the ball toward the
goals at the opposite ends of the playing field, and then
wader or over the crossbar of the goal* Sot listed.
WaWTFOOf, verb intransitive. So tread or novo softly,
warily or oonethass stealthily, aa a est, or pussy, does|
with It as pussyfoot jtfc. Often
70
tively with roferonoe to the curying out of plan* or nea-
aorea atoaltJilly or la 00611 a way aa to conceal one 'a
or to ovoid reeponeibility. 1906.
of prohibitionianu 19BX, Sheedore liooseveit aea
for the propagation of the
A restraint or lntardlction placed
of anlmlc, plants or coods
of 41—nao or other peete. Sot liatod.
See cbjeetiohhairb, below, sot liated.
A art of questions for aubnlaaion to
of paraona In order to get lnforsation on a cer-
tain subject, or to secure atatlatlea from anion
be drawn. 1901.
RADIO, adjective. Of or pertaining to, ecgOoyiag or oper-
ated by, radiant energy, specificelly that of electric
a
S2^?,p
°'
17^ :
%* ^aa^sssI—» v**.
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U heme, pertaining to, or employed in, radlotclsg
or rodiotalepbony or other applications of radio
Of op pertaining to electric currants a
of frequencies between ahout 16,000 and (10)U par
lot Hated.
RADIO, noun* ii—iimwan^
tens employing radio saves. A radio |
A radio receiving aet. (Colloquial.)
RADIO, verb transitive and intransitive. So
nleate by radio) alao, to aond a radio message to (a
eon). (Colloquial.) 10S6.
RACIOMOAPCSRT, verb tronaitive. To broadcast. Sae
CAprSB, above* lot listed.
RADIOCAST, varb transitive and lntransltiva. Sae BROADCABT-
110, above. Rot listed.
Rail, varb transitive. To place (vehicles* especially aster
vehicles) one behind the other, parallel to the curb, let
listed. Also, the result of an examination eherein stu-
dents are given a rating according to the excellence of
their work.
RAP, verb. (Slang.) To speak unfavorably of. 1900.
RAP, noun. (Slang.) A prison tern. Upon conviction for
a arias, a sentence of a tsm of years to s
take f, Oft* *» P**** eallty to a charge of criminality
end to be sentenced to s tern in prison, ^-^o sire a.
to a tern In prison.
REAMOR, noon. A real-catato broker who is a Mrtar of a
local board having nsnbsrshlp In the national Association
of Real Eatate Boards, an orgenlKation for the culvaneenent
of the interests of reel-estate tookm and the pretention
of the public flfon unprincipled amenta or brokers. 198S.
JttttUgC •* dsvissd by a high-toned real estate agent of
Ulnnoapalla, Charles It* cbsdbourn by nana* B
aerlbea lta genesis.
"It ana la novetttoor, 1316, on ny nay to a nesting of
"nal Eatate Board, that! «aa annoyed by the
of a scandal sheets 'AH about toe Boo-
th* Minneapolis Re
Kof a Poor Widen by a Reel Bstat* Men.' The 'reel ee-
jaen» " turned ont to be an
.
slth dssk-roon In s bock offloe In a rookery, bat the Inci-
dent set n* to thinking. Beni'Ji smnber of our board.* I
thought, 'is bssndrohed by this scandal article. Anyone,
howeverworthy or dlaroputabls, nay call Massif a real
eatate nan* Why do not the ssssbsrs of oar board deserve s
distinctive title? Bach nsnber Is vouched for by the beard,
"ws to its cede of Ethics and aunt behave hissslf or
on the local
Ab to the etynology of the tern. ». Chedbonrn says:
"Real estate originally nennt a royal grant. It is so
with land in tho pu: lie nind that roeltor la eas-
ily undsretood, eesn at a firet hoarlng. the auffflx ^o£
* doer, one vho psrfcans an act, as In awmlMr. enesn-
'*—
*
""L«
RECALL, noon. (Political aelense.) The right or
;
by vhleh s public official, comonly a leglslatlv* or *a>
Private Connunieation fron Charles D. ObSBhsiu to H. I.
88, 1986.
TO
ecutivo official, my be raooved from office, before the
end of his tens of office, by a vote of the people to to
ca the filing of a petition signed by the required
of qualified voters. 1904. this tew is the short-
procedure of shleh court decisions my he directly re-
versed or annulled by popular vote, as was advocated. In
1012, In the plAtfom of the Progressive party for certain
Beset involving the police poser of the state.
RECEIVE, verb intransitive. To convert Irwitng radio naves
perceptible signals. 1907.
A receiving set. A receiving station. A
a receiving station. 1880.
Act or preeeas of receiving. 1907.
transitive. So restore (something worn)
condition by l unflJustaoiUs and replaeensnt of
1920. Also usee attributively as, a reconditioned
car, a reconditioned coat, etc.
BED, noun. A revolutionary or anarchist) especially one
practicing or favoring revolutionary soclalisn. 1924.
8SQXSTSR, verb transitive. To record photographically!
hence (rawing pictures), of an actor, to show, en en eno-
tion, by facial expression, bodily noveanat, etc, also,
to indicate, in a slallar Banner* consciousness of.
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cially before the advent of roving pictures Han Motion,
etc., hod to be shown through facial expression.. 1988.
RKHJKT, verb transitive. To Inject again, lot liated.
nUMB, verb transitive. To permit, at a spocified dot*,
bat not before, the publication, public perfornanoe, ex-
hibition or sale of, oto.j as, President Rooeevelt'a
for releese August 2, 1030,
oun. A play, record or the like that has been
designated for release. A releasing, as of a play, rec-
ord or the lilcei as, for rnliiema
,
lewdly. 1007.
verb. To secure the use of in return for a stipulated
of rent. 1911.
RIM, noon.
—fr taka for a r|if. To foree (a person)
into a vehicle, for the purpose of taking Mm to a lonely
spot in order to kill Mm. 1997.
RIFFXE, verb, To raffle slightly. 1901.
KXFfUBB, verbal noon. The set or instance of ruffling
slightly. 1911,
MHO, aoon. A place ehero cattle ere collected, especially
• market place. An entertalnaent or public
present lag the chief features of a round-up, as
throwing, tinree hroslt inu etc. Rot listed. "The Majority
of the ii naa Spaniah loan weeds in Awerleen eajaa is be-
fore the Civil War, bat the Spanlah-Aeerieea war added . .
. . . (several) ..... end the popularity of Postern
aeries and fiction has brougxfc la a few
.
.1
Of cr pertaining to the acts* be-
Eooeevelfc. 1915.
Qw acta, beliefs, philosophy, etc.,
AMI, collectively, nalao up the political philosophy of
Theodore Roosevelt. 191S.
ROTARIAII, noun. A a»ofcer of any of a largo nunber of clubs
(Rotary clubs) having the ass* constitution and affiliated
under an international aaaoelatlOB of Rotary clube. 1012.
RovociiAVUREt noun. A process of photogravuro la which
etchod cylindrical plates, affixed to the rollers of a ro-
tary oaehlae, print illustrations and text, hence an 11-
eo printed. 1990,
f, vart> tranoltlve. To alga with a rubber staop.
Benoe, to approve, indorse or dispone of {as doenaenta, or
policy} as a setter of routine, usually without the exer-
cise of one's Jwrtqeent. Bet listed. Also used attribu-
tively! as, gjj m aflajs| uuwaueuL. isMina Iseii policy,
etc.
BtaSKUKBER, noun. One ompsart la bringing jjnfi11>1 1 Oil lienor
ashore or across the border: one tea—lifting alcoholic
liquor. Set listed.
, chapter v, p.
WICTT.T.TTS, noon. One of * Met founded by Charles T.
("Peeter") Russell whose preaehine and writing sou^it to
establish the doctrine of the second casting of Christ.
The Russellites constitute e society called the
tional Bible students* Association. Hot listed.
SCOFF-LAW, noun. One mho scoffs at, or violates, the lev,
especially a prohibitlon-enforooaent law. Bet listed.
Scnfflaw was coined In 198* by Henry Irving Shear,
sheen Village, Bass., and Hiss Sate L, Butler, of
ter in the sane state. Late in 1925 Beleevere King, e
rich prohibitionist of Quinsy, Hess., offered a prize of
#100 for the best sard to apply to "the lawless
to stab seeks his conscience." Mr. King received
than 95,000 suggestions, fro* which scofflaw wi
At the present tine, the word has just about gone out of
SCOUT, noun. A —fljsi- of the international organisation of
Boy Scouts) also, a w—her of the organization of Girl
Seoutsj also, in nodern athletics, especially football, a
who attends athletic events in which
H. Ut The. Awerlean innrraae. 1986, chapter v.

la tha universal designation, while in
la tte accepted appellation. The iUaerleaa
lgMtlag the roof of tba vehicle, la the hood In inglaad;
while in America the hoo4 la the part of tba body co
tha motor, la England bonnet U the aaaa applied to thla
part of the automobile. In avgland, tha ruafrle-aeat la
the dlchay-aeat. a roadster is a two—eater, low-near la
guard, • bafterg la an "HTHllffry* *** a l«fl f'* 1» a
carrlaM-i'dbo. One cannot fall to notice tha deaerlptlva
quality of tha American words la comparison to tha Hacliah
worde.
SaXKBOATIOKAl.IST, noun. One who boliovoa In a poller of
aegregatlon, as of r&eea In a city. Hot llatad.
8BUFXML28I, noon* Any of the player* who meet In the
aenlflaal round, the loeera la the preceding r
plag est and not playing again, sot listed.
MMBAHUrACTOaaD, adjoetivo. Worked Into a foam that la
valuable for farther nanufacturoj partially manufactured*
os, aeadmanufaetared rope, eeaiaanufaetnred stool, etc.
Hot lieted.
MQOPOLITICAL, adjective. Partly political* as, a aemipoll»>
MMMacj
Of a
adjective.
to thoa* who
tm
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or gain, but who are not enungeri In It regularly or oa
their nain en] ling or profession; also, the parson so en-
gaged. Bet listed.
SOD, verb transitive and Intransitive. Sm TRAHSEIT, fes-
lo*. Sot listed.
SERIAL, noun. In cinema, a photoplay dopicting a Til, con-
tinued story of which two parts comprising ana consisting
of two reels (8,000 feet) ere shown at each of
tJttCI, noon. A slow, ambling, shuffling gelt. 1916. Also,
In tramp argot, a bratenan on a railroad.
SHACK, verb. To nose along with a slow, ambling, shuffling
gelt. 19U.
SHAKE, new. (American college slang.) A person vho learns
easily, one who is especially adept at certain occupa-
tional as, he is a shark at looming, he's a shark with
figures. 1909.
SHIP, noun. An airship. 1988.
-, verb transitive. To give less than the eor-
i, especially after c sale, lot listed.
SHC8TBQBB, noon. A tenderfoot. A person, especially in
the west, one from the east, unused to the ways, customs,
etc., of the locality. 1905.
SHCBT-STOHT, noun. In narrative literature, a relatively
brief prose story characterised by Ingleinsi of effect.
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unifonalty of torn, and dranatic intensity, usually hewing
an a plot • eingle action ispreeanted at a crlois. Hot
words abort and atorr.
SH00I, verb. To tab* a picture with a camera. 1816.
SHOP, verb. To dlanies fron service; to fire; as, ho waa
SHOP, verb. To look far work; to sock —ploy—nt , a* ha was
shopping for a job.
SHOT, noon* A picture, usually taicon with a camera. 1980.
la the field of the cinema, a ahot la the amount of fUa
used while the camera la tumine. Usually, ahot la pro-
eedod by an adjective; oa snap ahot. a—are ahot. etc.
SIOB, verb, — .—to slfyi off . To announce the and (of a
», program, eta.), and discontinue broadcasting,
ittlng, etc. Popularly used (slang) oa a conosmd,
talking, lot liatod. Alao, need In the aenaa of
to atop bidding la the (pa of contract bridge.
SHK0S08, noun. A dollar. 1005.
SUSP, noun. Short for slaplatan. One who la not possessed
of all of hia »ental facilities j one who is foolish. A
simpleton. 1818.
SmsrailZB, verb transitive. To redueo (aa a regiment) to
lta skeleton, that la, to a number of nan and offleers far
lta aanwuant nuaber. Hot liatod.
RSni* noun. An aeronaut} a pilot. Hot listed.
SLACKER, noun, cue who avoids exertion or neglects duty or
responsibility} apocifically, & person who shirks doty or
obligation to his oountry, especially In tins of tot, as
by attempting to ovade railltary service. Kot listed.
SLAPSTICK, noun. A defies see* of two net ploees of wood
fastened together at one end* but loose at the other,
ecnetlaee used In fares or low eaesdy, by one actor In
striking another In such & way as frea the loud noise to
eke it appear that the blow was s sewers one* often used
attributively! as, slapstick ccaedy. 1906.
&LS0TH, verb. So play at detecting} to play at being a de-
tective. 190s. At the present tins, the word slsaMi
Indicates an enatour detective.
MOCK, noun. A iiiwn's i»vei'ganw* aoaswhet resenfelliy; the
nock frock, but often aade of fine material. Sot listed.
How used to designate any ganssnt, aaseullne or feminine,
i to cover otter clothing, and rather short, to
out dust, paint, etc.
SHAP, noun. Soft, easy, not difficult} as, it Is a s—a.
the Job le a snap. 1909.
A stealthy novesent, a leavetaking without the
of others} as, to take a sneak, to leave with-
out being noticed. 1904.
BsTUmnt, noun. A shoe of the type having soft, usually rub-
bar, aoles. A shoe that nkos no noiss whan trod in.
1911.
SOAR, verb Intransitive. So fly without engine povsv and
without loss of altitude, u In a glider. 1908.
SOB-STCPF, ma. writing or speaking, having a **f>'"ifj1 to
bring to the fore any emotional quality. 1980. 'Usually
the word Is uaod In connection with iHBBpajin writing, and
-.-.-• HMMM HH -o^:o as M asWaH -c ~ ••• H MM
writer), etc. It la difficult now," aaya Erasat
"to lnagine how we got on ao long without the word
how wo exproasod the ebarectorietlea ao conveniently
•aaned up in dooe-flanf. or Mirfc-hrow. or any other posel-
hie way of doaerlblng that nlxturo of the cheap, pathetic
and ludicrous which la now universally labelled aob-atuff ."
SOLIDARIST, noun. One who believes in, or advoeatoa, a ac-
cial organisation baaed on aolidarity of interests, lot
listed.
oun. A wan living in the open, especially a
In Alaska or Canada; ao called fron the sour
carried In a lusa> and uaod in asking broad, got
11*tod.
SOYXBnaat, verb transitive. To rh—gs or eonvort to a gov-
l— iirt by soviet or aovletai ccaejunise, bolahevlse. 1980.
8FBCTACGXABISU, noun. Quality or state of being spectacular;
spectacularity. 1984.
ft, noon. A hlgh-epeed roadster, usually with a low
sset am i—ilOdslTna two parsons aeatec aide by aide. 1918.
SPOT!, noun. A two-year buffalo. 1031.
SP008ERISH, noun. An accidental tronepoaitlon of aounds,
usually the Initial sounds of two or more words} as, a
brushing crow for a rtlfJTT US*- *•* l*»tou.
SPCBT, SPORTS, adjective. iertGining to, or agitable for,
sports, especially outdoor sportai banes, made In a sty!*
suitable for Informal outdoor wear; as a sport, or sports,
skirt, bat, shoe, etc. Bet Hated.
SPOTLICSHT, noon. *Ebe projected spot or circle of litfit, now
generally thrown by an electrical apparatus, usee: to illu-
minate brilliantly a single person or object or group on
the stage, leaving the rest of the stage acre or less un-
illuminatedj bsnse, conspicuous public notice. 1922.
of. LI8KLIGHT. A snail light hawing a powerful reflector,
attached st or near the dash of an autaaobile vehicle
which can be adjusted to light up objects ahead of, or to
the side of, the vehicle. 1924.
SPOTLIGHT, werb transitive. To throw a spotlight on • per-
son) to Bala) a person conspicuous through publicity. 1926.
SfABJXZZATGB, noun. A stabiliser. Hot listed.
STABILIZE, verb transitive. To maintain, or to ante It
sihle to Maintain, the •auillbriun of (a flying
etc. ) , by weans of fixed surfases or
•'
devices not manipulated by the pilot. 1016. To
:
bold steady; to prevent fluctuations* as, to stabilise
prises.
STABILIZER, noun. A tall plane, i.'ot listed. A aeehanleel
to stabilise the notion of an aircraft, ouch as a
device, a pendulum device or the llfce. 1916.
STAFF, verb transitive. To supply (an organisation, or the
like., with a staff of officers or teachers. Has listed.
•Mean, verb transitive. To arrange (as the elenents, or
parts of, or periods of tine), alternately In sigsag or-
der, or successively in a varying bat regular order; as,
to stagger the closing hours of shops and offloeo. 1915.
STABD00T, noun, An outstanding person; one who Is conspieu-
tions, etc* 1988.
STATIC, noun. A type of atsioepherlo disturbance resulting
from accumulation of electric aharssa on or near the an-
tenna, as from snow-flakes, beat, wind, etc. 1913. Also
need for *£&*aajs>
STATI0B, noun. & place, as a roan, or building, equipped
for transmitting or receiving radio signals. Hot listed.
STEADS", noon. A sweetheart, beau, fiance, etc., one who Is
the steady consort or companion of one of the opposite
sex. 1922.
STSRILEDS, verb transitive. To rswear a region unprodas-
tive of military power toy forbidding the construction or
smlnfconcnce of any fortification op the Mntensns w or a»-
nsatilj of any amed forces, aa by tha Treaty of Versailles
for the loft bank of the Hhlne In Germany, not listed.
Also, tha desaxualisaticm of human beings.
SKCKABII.ITX, adverb. Tha ability to atlek to a project,
occupation, duty, obligation or tha like} endurance
SfBSMCUK, noun* The path of a small portion of fluid,
auppoaadly cantlnuoua, camaonly taken relative to a solid
body with reepeet to which the fluid la novingi.-generally
only uaad of auoh paths aa ere not eddying. 1907.
STEEAHLIBE, verb transitive. To give a streamline form to;
to design or construct, as an automobile or airplane, with
a streamline font. 1915.
STOUKLIBE, adjective. Of or pertaining to a streamline j
designating a notion or flow that is free frost turbulanes,
lite that of a free particle moving in a streamline;
hence, designating a surfoee body, etc., designed to af-
ford an unbroken flow of fluid about it, especially when
to the flow is the least possible, as, a
body for an airplane, airship or automobile.
1907. She use of the word in connection with railroad
train* was first used in 1990.
snip, noon. A series of squares or boxes, in pen or pen-
cil, in which are drawn figures, characters, situations
and tho lite; the whole of five or six frames consisting
of e portion ore the whole of e story plctoriollyi a conic
strip* 1088.
STRIP, verb. To reduce * non-conGiasioned officer to the
ranks. 1910.
STRIPS, noon, A pleee of gold, silver, silk or cotton
breld, as on the sleeve of an officers coat, used to In-
dicate renfc or length of service, not listed.
STRIPER, noun* one who wears stripes on Ms sleeve tc Indi-
cate rank or length of service—used In the united state*
navy with reference especially to nldahlpsen, offleers at
ths United States naval aeadamy, and generally In combina-
tion, as, one-striper, etc. Cot listed.
SUBSURFACE, noun. That portion of a body of water which
lias fcnaedlately below the surface. Sot listed.
SUITCASE, neon* Also suit caws . A flat rectangular valise
or travelling hag large enougi to contain a suit of
elothes*—originally called a dress-suit ease. let list-
ed. In recent years* su^tasas has eons to stand for any
article of luggage not too large to be carried by hand,
than a travelling hag.
. A concoction of iee-creaa and fruit syrups
1904. According to John Fall soother, "Sundae
a mysterious word. All the dictionaries connect
it with Sunday
.
but none of them ventures to trace ths
C7
Ibm first use of the word cited by ths Oxford 830-
wtottoHW Tot* Evening Poet for "."ny 81, 190ft,
and It was there spelled fflrf* - * popular etyaology rone
thus* la 1908 or thereabouts there was e sadden erase for
enforcing the Blue Lees In Virginia (or ease other south-
ern state) 1 and soiling Ice-croon eoda on Sunday became
hasardous. An Ingenious druggist seeking to baffle the
police, decided to give the beverage a new appearance and
sat, end so odded a few berries to It and called it a
sundae, in occult reference to the day."1 This is offered
for shot it is worth, which le probably not ranch
SUPERPOSE, verb transitive. To place (nain supporting sur-
faces) one above another. Bet listed.
MB, noun. Specifically in the United States, a graduat-
ed ineone tax, in addition to the nonaal tax, Imposed on
the amount by which the net ineone of any individual ox-
a certain sun. 1930.
verb transitive. Figuratively, to turn aside; di-
vert, shift. liot listed.
TAMO, noun. A difficult dense in two-four tine character-
ised by graceful posturing, frequent pointing positions
tfaer, John, London Sunday Tinea. August 20, 1988.
and a great variety of steps. Any of various
dance forma derived £hb this. Also the Basic for such a
danoe. 191$.
SUMO, verb intransitive. To do a tango. To donee in the
meaner of a tango. 1913.
TaWWMTHt, warn . One who aate a taalc or taaksj specifical-
ly, a warlaaen whose rate of output on a specifled teak la
need aa a standard for other workers. On* who eata the
taaka of workers, designating the output to he ohtained or
the period of ttao for the perforaanea of the task.
TAXI, verb intransitive . To ride in a taxleabj go by taxi-
cab. 1918. To travel along the ground or on the water
under the machine's own power, when picking out a start-
ing place or coming in after a landing. Taxiing should
net be amid of the run for a start. 1312.
UCHBXCOLOR, noon. A process by which nerving pictures are
colored aa naturally aa possible. A trade-oaaa. 1350.
ncSSOCBACT, noun. A philoaophy. 1932.
tnOEBT, adjective. Unsteady, likely to fall} said of a
chair or other object which is not steady. 1900.
tUUUU'OOT, noun. The first of three gradea of scouting.
aee box scout, not listed.
TBOUTORIAUStt, noun. Among the Jewe, a doctrine, theory
or iinwaaamt which seeks to bring about the settI sweat of
the Jawa in sons region where they will be autonomous, or
at least will faavo full political privileess and consti-
tute a najority of the population.
TnEMBR, THBMBB, noon. nterial or asthod s itehle fa
oeesful presentcticn in a thoatrioal porfarwanoo; as, a
play of traded identity la not eood thaatar. 1907.
TBROWBfcCT, mob* A reversion to an ancestral type or to an
earlier phase of civilisation; also an instance or protest
• reversion; as, a throwback to purltaniam. A re-
or Ijsetiaaid deviation from one'e path or route. A
saane or action from the peat interrupting the action of
ths present {sowing pictures). Bet llated.
THUUBPRIHT, none. An lnpression nede by the thuEib, especi-
ally a prink node fef the inside of the first dola* and
sfwi^Ty; its characteristic llneation. of. FXMRFV.II?.
nOBRXBT, verb transitive. To
of. Rot listed.
topical, adjective. Of or pertaining to the topics of the
day; containing allusions of local or tswpojtory interest
(often hunorous) as a topical song. 1916.
tODBUKJ, present participle and verbal noun; hence particip-
ial adjective. (Automotive.) Of a coupe or sedan, liavlng
a peiuanent top bat removable
and fi'swss alone the sides, which can be
windshield to back. 190S
.
Collectively, a number of competitive exercis-
es comprising foot races, tielght throwing, Juaplnc, etc.,
often used attributively as break athlete . Hot listed.
TRACTOR, noun. An autonobile usee for drawing or hauling
as a vehicle, pie* or harrow* 1012. An air-
(eonnonly single englned) having the propeller or
propellers forward of the naln supporting surfaces;—
called tractor airplanes. 1005.
TRAFFIC, noon. The vehicles, persons, etc., passing along
a street or road} the vessels, etc., which pass along •
river, through a channel or the like. 1987.
TRAIBEE, noon. On* who is undergoing training. Hot listed.
TBAISATXAKZC, noon. One who dwells, or something that is,
across the Atlantic ocean; especially an American. Rot
listed.
TRAJBFEHEK, noun. One who is transferred, ss from one grade
or position to another. Hot listed.
TRASSBGKAHCE, noun. The seasonsl moving of live Stock, es-
pecially fron plains to mountains and back to secure pas-
ture. 1911.
THASSHOHABT, noun. One, especially an enlnal, who is under-
going transhumence. 1958.
TRABSHOBE, verb. To novo (stock, nniiils end the like) flrom
one part of the country to another. Generally in search of
pastors, water, etc. 1952.
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3I0B, noon. The act er procees of tranenittingj al-
so, r*">irr jt of radio aaias In the apaeo between transmit-
ting and receiving stations. 1907.
TBABR.IT, verb transitive and intransitive. To send out (a
sl&stf.) by nsans of radio waves. IMS.
WIM«WBt an, A trensnittinc sat* A trensBltting sta-
tion. A parson operating a transmitting station. 1800.
TOABSPolar, adjective. Uovlng or axtanding across the
(north pole op south pole) or polar regions; as, a
polar flight. Bat listed.
TRAPEZIBO, noon* Act or notion of performing on the
Hot listed.
TRAVELOtHJB, man. A telle or lecture on travel, usually witto
illustrations, aa with the atereopticon of cinematograph.
1904. According to Durton Holnos, traveller and lecturer,
"In 190« we planned an invasion of London with our lec-
that repels the ticket-buyer. By late nana-
ouls Francis Irown, worried himself aids: over the
problan. Whan ha cane out of his pnsunonla delirluB he
weakly, •Eurefcnl TravofofMO. * and wa proeeedod
the word in our publicity."1 The late IT. R.
R. Boater (1848-1933) has clainod the honor of coining the
l« showing his publicity, ouch earlier than that of
, H. I., The Ajsarlean LanjMue, IBM, Chapter V,
ncucgo h
Holnss, to prove his contention. In his publicity, bo
IBM the statement, "Each of roc'.or rovkor's lectures la
• complete travolopuo of.. " He had never
need the word In any other way.
TREAD, noun* of a vehicle, especially an automobile, the
distance free side to side be t
s
een the points of contact
with the road, or other surface, of a pair of wheels} the
gauge. Rot Hated.
TRIA3BUAI, adjective. Triennial. (Hare.) not listed.
TROSTIPy, verb transitive. To fens Into a trust; make a
trust out of (as by combining a number of separate busi-
nesaea); chiefly In the paat participle, trustified . Boa
listed.
THUUT, noun. In aports, a tost by which the fitness of a
contestant is remain in a certain class la determined}
hence a similar test or trial of one In any occupation,
calling or the like; as, a theater tryout; a racing try-
out. Hot listed.
TUBE, noun. An electron tube. One of a series of electron
tubes used both in radio transmitting and receiving. Bo*
listed.
TUBE, verb Intransitive, ———to tune in ( out . (Radio.)
To adjust the receiving apparatus to resonance with the
frequency of a particular sending station from which sig-
nals are to be received. To tune away fron .... 1913.
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I, noon. A kind of snail guitar with four strings,
originally in Hawaii. 1800.
ULSTEHETTE, noun. A light ulster. Hot listed.
liXTBIACT, noon. State or quality of being ultimate. Hot
listed.
WIDER-SEA, adjective. Being, or carried on, under the sea,
or under the ourfacfl of the seaj as, under-sea fighting.
Hot listed.
UNDERSEA, UHDEHSEAS, adverb. Under the sea; beneath the
surface of the sea; as, a submarine moving underseaa. Hot
listed.
UHDEHSLUHG, adjective. Of an automobile body, suspended
from the springs in such a fashion that the fraas of the
chassis is below the axles, the object being to lower the
center of gravity. Hot listed.
UHSCPAI3IE, verb transitive. To separate (a conglomeration)
into its original elements;—originally in the phrase "yon
can't unscramble eggs" attributed to J. P. Horgan. Hot
listed.
UPHEAVALIST, noun. One who aims at a social upheaval or
overturning. Hot listed.
UTILITT, noun. In full, PUBLIC UTILITT. A business organ!
zation which regularly supplies the public with some com-
N
», aa ,31a, vatar, olectoicifcy, transporta-
tion, eto. Also used attributively; aa, utility holding
il * utility nerger. Hot listed.
VAtOBBS, ink transitive. So enhance, or attempt to en-
hance, toe aortot prico or price of by valorisct'on. 1981.
HBP, noun. On* aho voxtpsj ft veapire, as la a novel, play
or the lite. 1916.
VaaP, verb intransitive* To tote the part of a vampire, aa
in a playi act ths vninp, bosuile; often used bnswrously.
S» treat aa a vampire nigrt. 19&I. Also usee to indi-
IWMii of r—TTnngtng a aoore of aisle for pres-
by * opocialUed ©roup of lrwrtslsns or a soloist.
vaupzbs* soon, Jlgoratlvaly: one vho Uvea by praying on
otherei in rooant uaa, especially an adventuress, specifi-
cally, a seductive .oaalo (rarely, a nolo) ohoraotar in a
novel, pl-y or the lite, whose evil aoUvaa or actions
font an ley lent part of the plot* also an octrees vho
taken ouch • part. 1880.
V/UUJr, noon* A snail raoeptaele, nasally in tho shape of
a h«rtT>ng or "boss., fitted out with toilot articles such as
a eoapactj—called ssora fully, according to its fonts,
• 2S&Z tab » valty roll . 1982.
UE* noon. An act or perfomsnee, usuelly not
16 or 20 minutes In length and played in conjunction
with son* other performance; as, e moving picture show,
end containing acts of comedy, Juggling, or the lite.
1911.
VACDBSTIIXIAH, adjective, of or pertaining to vaudeville.
A vnudevilllet. 1927.
VBSTJB, neon. An imwaenitsl adjunct of dresi
or warn In place of, a vest, or waleteoatj as, a
of brightly colored oroedcloth, or the lite, resembling a
waistcoat hut having neither araholee nor hack, worn as
pert of a riding habit. An article of fenale attire, aa
one of organdy or satin, with or without collar, worn to
fill in or ornoaent the front of a drees or suit. 1990.
VICTKOLA, noun. A trade-now*. & Musical instrument, eon-
of a sharp needle, a resonator and a speaker, which
male If running the needle along groove
in a wax disc upon which musical vibrations have
corded. 1919.
votPUW, verb intransitive. To elide In a flying
Hot listed.
V013TKAKBH, noun. The beliefs, theories, etc., commonly
attributed to Andrew Volstead, author of the federal Pro-
hibition Act, which preceded the prohibition rtniint
VOUCHER, verb transitive. To vouch the truth or correct-
ness of, as an account; attest; certify. Not listed.
WARPIAHE, noun. Any airplane attached to the military op
aaval service, especially one designed far the purpose of
war or engaged in warfare. 1916.
WKSTSHH31, noun, a resident of the west side, the slue dis-
trict, of Bew York City, Hew York. 1906.
IB, noun. 0ns who was actively opposed to the prohibition
of alcoholic beverages in the United states, during the ps
rlod from 1920 to 19SS. One who is still opposed to the
prohibition of alcoholic beverages. 1918.
WHITE um&, noun. Similar te HOUWUUU A particularly
violent fern of whiskey, having en aliaoet inaedlate action
on the physical and aontal equalities of the one drinking
it. 1928.
VHirarXKOS, noun (pi.), mute-unlforaed street-cleaners;~
a tans first applied to these organised In 1896 by Col. 0.
S. crin for cleaning the streets of Hew York city.
(slang.) Hot listed.
VISCBHZEIJ), noun. A shield or screen of glees set in a
sotal fraae, extending upeerd from the body of a motor car
to protect the occupants from wind, rain, etc.
listed.
BTRBLSSS, verb transitive and intransitive. To I
by radio-telegraphy j also, to sent a l
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to (a person). 1901.
XXLOPHOKIC, adjective. Of aop pertainlnc to a xylophone;
lite a xylophone, as In Bound. lot listed
XOoraonST, aeon. One who plays on a xylophone. 1987.
ZKRO, ZBtO HODB, noun, the hour at which a previously
planned aovament Is started. 1918.
ZOKE, verh transitive. To partition (a city! by ordlnenee
Into nones, as residence, business or manufacturing, and
within which the buildings nay not exceed prescribed
OAJLjSXCeS 08P OOVKP tlOSPO tuKl 9^ Qo9U£3BsawVu lSQOPOvttwfliAB GOT
area of lota, etc. 1922.
ZOOH, verb Intransitive. To ells* for a short tine at an
angle greater than that which can be maintained in a
flight, the mehine being carried upward at the
its stared kinetic energy.
Z0C8J, noun. Any sudden Increase In the upward slope of the
flight path of an aircraft. Hot listed.
COHCLUSIOH
It has been impossible in this discussion of changes
In American speech since 1900, to Include the discussions of
cant words and slang words. The time permitted me In fin-
ishing this work, and the length of the finished thesis If
the two named categories were included, have prohibited
their inclusion. The conclusions to be carried from the fore-
going thesis, then, are conclusions that have been arrived
at from facts presenting themselves through the medium of
the list of legitimate words and their dates, histories and
other factors.
Prom the foregoing vocabulary of new and ehanged words,
then, the following conclusions have seemed justified:
First : the English language, in comparison with the
American language, is growing very slowly. Ho living lan-
guage ever stops adding new words to its vocabulary. That
fact is true. However, when compared to the speed with
which new words, both legitL-^te and slang, have been added
to the American language, and when compared to the ways in
which old words have been changed to suit modern needs and
emergencies, the English language appears to have a decided
lack of life.
Second : the American language is an integrated lan-
guage. Throughxtt the United States, the same language is
conmon and understandable . This has worked fop a much more
quickly growing language. Bagland, on the other hand. Is a
country of dialects. The cockney language of the lower
class Londoner, in one instance, is possibly understood but
utilised by the other classes of that city: TO* lan-
of central England, furthermore, is not utilized by
the Northumberland people, or by the people of Wales or
Cornwall. SSach of the divisions of Sagland seems to have
its own dialect, a dialect alnost like a foreign language to
the rest of the country. 'J?he foregoing facts make it Impos-
sible for now words to bocomo conmon. A new word may be
used by one section of the country, while remaining unknown
in the other sections. Consequently, the word may die a
premature death.
Third : the growth of the American language has been
rapidly enlarging due to tho discoveries of scientists and
inventors, and the rapid commercialization of this compara-
tively new country. It is interesting to note that four
roots, tbe radio, the automotive industry, including auto-
mobiles and airplanes, the moving picture and psychology
and psychoanalysis, have added at loast 50 per cent of the
new words to the language since tho year 1914. The percen-
tage has not been so great in the growth of the language
since 1900, but has still occupied a great deal of the
growth of the language for the past 36 years.
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Fourth : the speed with which the language of America
has grown, and the changing and diversified methods with
which the American people have heon expressing themselves
when compared with the mother country of England, has kept
pace with the speed at which the American people conduct
their daily lives. Whether the speed of its existence has
modified the language, or whether the growing language has
contributed to the speed of the average American life, can-
not he ascertained with exactitude. It Is possible that the
two travel together, and that they both are cause and effect
in the daily routine of our lives. It has been said that
language is life. Should this be true, then the American
continent, with its speeding life and language, has proved
this without the shadow of a doubt.
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